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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Length ____ _ 
Time ______ _ 







meter ___________________ _ 
second __________________ _ 







foot (or miIe) ________ _ 
second (or hour) ______ _ 
weight of one pound __ _ 
Symbol 
ft. (or mi.) 
sec. (or hr.) 
lb. 
PoweL_____ P kg/m/s _________________________ ____ horsepoweL _________ _ hp 
Speed ________________ {km/bL___________________ k. p. h. mi./hr. --------------
m/s______________________ m. p. s. ft./sec. _____________ _ 
m. p. h. 
f. p. s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
W, Weight,=mg 
g, Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2=32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
m, Mass = W 
, 9 
p, Density (mass per unit volume). 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-4 
S2) at 15° C and 760 mm=0.002378 (1b.-
ft.-4 sec. 2). 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 
kg/m3 = 0.07651 1b./ft.3 
mk2, ).foment of inertia (indicate a.."ris of the 
radius of gyration, k, by proper sub-
script) . 
S, Area. 
Sw, Wing area, etc. 
G, Gap. 
b, Span. 
e, Chord length. 
b/c, Aspect ratio. 
j, Di tance from C. G. to elevator hinge. 
}J., Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed. 
q, Dynamic (or impact) pressure=~p V2 
L, Lift, absolute coefficient OL = q~ 
lJ, Drag, absolute coefficient OD=; 
0, Cross-wind force , absolute coefficient 
o 
Oe=qs 
R, Resultant force. (Note that these coeffi-
cients are twice as large as the old co-
efficients Le, Dc.) 
't"" Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) . 
'/," Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
thrust line. 
'Y, Dihedral angle. 
Vl p - ,Reynolds Number, where 1 is a linear 
}J. dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./br. normal pressure, 0° C: 255,000 
and at 15° C ., 230,000; 
or for a model of 10 cm chord 40 mis, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 and 
270,000. 
Op, Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of . 
distance of C. P. from leading edge to 
chord length). 
{3, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference 
to lower wing, = (i,-i",). 
a, Angle of attack. 
E, Angle of downwash. 
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THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER THE WINGS AND TAIL SURF ACES OF A 
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By RICHARD V. RHODE 
SUMMARY 
The investigation reported herein was conducted at 
Langley Field, Va., by the National Advisory Oommittee 
for Aeronautics at the request oj the Army Air Oorps to 
determine (1) the magnitude and distribution oj aero-
dynamic loads over the wings and tail surjaces oj a 
pursuit-type airplane in the maneuvers likely to impose 
critical loads on the various subassemblies oj the airplane 
structure, (2) to study the phenomenon oj center oj 
pressure movement and normal jorce coefficient variation 
in accelerated flight, and (3) to measure the normal 
accelerations at the center oj gravity, wing-tip, and tail, 
in order to determine the nature oj the inertia jorces acting 
simultaneously with the critical aerodynamic loads . 
The investigation comprised simultaneous measure-
ments oj pressure at 120 stations di tributed over the right 
upper wing, lejt lower wing, right horizontal tailsurjaces, 
and complete vertical surjaces in one installation and 
the same number oj points distributed over those portions 
oj the wings in the slip stream and the lejt horizontal tail 
surjaces in another installation, during a series oj level 
flight runs, pull-ups, rolls, spins, dives, and inverted 
flight maneuvers. Measured also were the accelerations 
mentioned above, angular velocities, air speed, and control 
positions simultaneously with the pressures. 
The results obtained throw light on a number oj impor-
tant questions involving structural design. Some oj the 
more interesting results have been discussed in some detail, 
but in general the report is jor the purpose oj making this 
collection oj airplane-load data obtained in flight avail-
able to those interested in airplane structures. 
INTRODUCTION 
Granting that a major factor contributing to any 
increase in airplane performance is a decrease in weight, 
it is clear that since the structural weight of an airplane 
constitutes 20 per cent or more of the total, any saving 
that can be effected in the structural parts is worth 
while. But to design a structure light yet safe, the 
engineer must have a thorough and accurate knowledge 
of the character of the loads that his structure must 
withstand. Actually, of course, the designer need not 
be thoroughly conversant himself with all of the factors 
involved in the loads that come into play in order to 
produce an acceptable airplane, but must only lmow 
how to apply the design rules imposed. 
These rules (References 1, 2, and 3) have proven 
themselves satisfactory, in general, when applied to 
airplanes of conventional type and purpose. As 
applied to new airplanes of less conventional type, or 
to new airplanes of conventional type but considerably 
advanced performance, the rules are sometime not 
satisfactory in all respects. This is usually not dis-
covered, however, until a structural failure occurs. In 
many cases it is not discovered at all, failure having 
been avoided by a built-in strength in excess of that 
required. 
It is perhaps needless to say that crashes resulting 
from structural failures in the air, even though rela-
tively rare, have a particularly bad effect on the morale 
of flying personnel (with some notable exceptions) and 
on the attitude of the public toward aviation, and must 
be eventually eliminated if confidence in the airplane is 
to become deep-rooted. It is manifest, therefore, that 
the structmal design of airplanes must be put on an 
indisputably sound basis. This means that design 
rules must be based more on known phenomena, 
whother discovered analytically or experimentally, and 
less on conjecture. 
While a large number of papers have been published, 
both mathematical and experimental, dealing with the 
external loads on airplane structures, these have not 
been correlated to the point where a clear picture of 
phenomena occmring in the different conditions of 
flight can be obtained, if, indeed, it is possible to do so. 
The most extensive single experimental investigation 
that has been made is probably the press me distribu-
tion tests on the MB- 3 airplane in 1923 (Reference 4). 
These have been criticized on the grounds that the 
airplane was of a very special type, and had individ-
ualities of such nature that the results were not applica-
ble to the general problem. While some of this 
criticism is well founded, it is useless to expect, except 
to a limited degree, that complete pressure distribu-
tion investigations on any airplane will furnish data 
suitable for the solution of any particular problem. 
This is true because any airplane is necessarily inclivid-
3 
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ual (unle s duplicated to a yery fine point of perfec-
tion) and al 0 becau e, which i probably more 
important, the labor involved in these investigation 
j 0 great that it is impo sible to treat anyone pha e 
of the load problem adequately if a fairly complete 
picture of the whole is to be obtained. 
distribution. The result~ are of immediate in tere t 
to those agencies responsible for structural design 
rulings, and even though not analyzed to any great 
extent should al 0 be of value and interest to airplane 
designer. To expedite it prcsentation there has 
been no attempt to analyze completely anyone pha e 
FIGURE I.- Front v iew of P1V-9 airplane 
Thus, the pl'e':l(,llt l'eport attempL Lo portray the 
phenomena occurring on a pursuit-type airplane in 
the maneuvers that it is called upon to perform, or 
what amounts to the same thing, in special test maneu-
ver outllned to impo e the same conditions of load 
that occur at the critical times in the more familiar 
of the tructul'fll phenomena that fire bl'onght to light. 
Instead, the present report pre ents the data a ob-
tained, worked up to the stage where t.hey can r itdily 
be used in studies of de jO'n methods, for tite con ider 
ation of tho e concerned, and has in a few in tances 
called to attention the more obvious point in which 
FIGURE 2.- 1'hree·'1uarter Crout view oC PW-9 airplane 
maneuvers. To this end, pre" ure mea ul'emenls 
were made on Lhe right upper winO' extended to include 
portion afl'ected by lip str am, fu elage, and wind-
shield, the l{'ft lower wing, and the tail urCaces of n. 
Boeing Plf"- D airplane, imullflneoll ly with ac ole1'-
ometcr readings at the cenLer of gravity, wing tip and 
tail in the manellY rs above mentioned. 
The data obtained repre ent a YOl'y extensive c01-
l{'ction of information on tructurRl loads and their 
trnctUl'al design method now m use arc open to 
critici m in light of the e re ults. 
The flight tests were made at the Langley l\Iemorial 
Aeronautical Laboratory in 1927 and 192 , at the 
request of the Army Ail' orp. 
APP AR ATUS 
The airplane.-The airplane used in these te ts was 
a slightly modified Boeing PTV-9 pursuit airplane. 
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(Fig. 1,2, and 3, Table 1.) The military load, includ-
ing the' main lank, WHS l'elllove'd and the top cowling 
forward of the cockpit rai, e'd , lightly, 0 that the test 
in trutllents and ltpparatus could be accommodated. 
The pre, sUfe' tuhes leading from the upper wing 1,0 
the [u cltlge forIlled faLe '>truts which increased the 
drag and lowered the high speed ahout 6 m. p . h. On 
the other hand, the weight wa reduced 50 pound , 
and the stalling , peed low'('l'ed about] m. p . h. Tbe 
pilot reported POOl' directional control, hut the longi-
ludinal con trol and aileron action were excellent. On 
the whole, therefore, the performance' and maneuver-
ability were not ]'ecillce'd suIT-icientl? to afl'ect the 
ignificance of the re ults. 
The wings of the PH'-9 employ the 06ttingen 436 
lI.il'foil section throughout the span. 'They are, how-
ever, tapered in plan form, and the upper and lower 
wings difl'er in plfin form from each other (fig. 4); 
II.nd 1I.1so noticeable in Figure 10. The errect of tbis 
gll.p will be mentioned in the di cl1sQion of results . 
Pressure orifices and tubing.- In tall!ltion photo-
graphs arc given in Figures 7 t.o 11, indusiw, The 
orifice and tubing installation is cs entially the same 
as those u cd on previous tests, with aluminum. tnbe 
used throughout, except for short and easily replaced 
lengths of rubber tube at the manometer connection. 
and between the fixed and movahle surfaces. ~\. 
diagram of the orifice localion. is gi\'(m in Figlll'e' 12, 
and the type of orifice used i illn trated in Figure' 13. 
Manometers.-Tbe orifice were connedecl to h,-o 
N . A. C. A. type 60 recording mulLiple DlallOmdel' 
whieh were locftted ju t above' the center of gravit:v 
in the pace formerly occupied by the main gasoline 
tank. The e mfinometcr arc the sallle in principle 
a those u ed in the 1\JB-3 and l'E- 7 test (Refcl'C'ncc. 
4 and 5), differing mftinly from them ill that they 
FIGUR.: 3.- Three''luarter rear view of PJV-9 airplane 
in addition, the upper wing is washed in at the center 
section. Table II gives the actual ordinates of all 
sections at which pre UTe were ffie'fisured. 
During the preliminary tests the airplane broke a 
wheel while taxying in flfl('l' landing, pitched over on 
its bRck and d rrmaged t.he centrll.l portion of the leading 
t'dge or the UPPN winD', which remained lightly de-
formed sub, equent to reprrir. Outlines of ome of the 
deforHwcl rib arc shown in Figure 5, compared with 
the true' sections. 
;\ , t ructurll.l f ('ature of this airplane which has a 
bearing on the re ults ohtained in the tests i the lack 
of llyi ng wires in thc real' trus , resulting in a truc-
tll re Ie s rigid in torsion than the normal iUD'le-bay 
biplane tl'UC1Ul'C'. This allows the incidence of the 
ce'llulc 10 vary ",,-iih changing load, particularly in low 
angle of attack conditions of flight with the ceuter of 
pressure well back. 
Another charaeteri tic of the airplane thaL hould 
be mentioned i the slot-shaped gap hetween the wing 
and aileron, illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 6 
accommodate GO pres ure unit eftch in tClI.d of only 30. 
A diagramma tic sketch of the attachment of a pail' 
of orifice to a pres ure unit or "cfipsule" is given in 
Figure 13. 
Other instruments .- In II.ddition Lo the manometers, 
the following instruments were lIsed: 1 . A. C. A. 
recording air-speed meter (Referencp G) ; N. A. C. A. 
recording turnmeter (Reference' 7); . A. C. A. con-
trol posi tion recorder (Reference ); three single com-
ponent accelerometers (Reference 9), located as shown 
in FjD'ure 14; and a timer. 
A moving-picture ramera wa, also u ed to measure 
angle of attack a ·will be explained later. 
METHOD 
The method used in the e Lest does not difl'er in 
any e sential feature from the methods employed in 
pr evious pressure-distribution test. As it was desired 
to obtain results for all of the wing and tail surface 
simultaneously, if pos ible, the orifices were dispo ed 
to cover the riD'ht upper wing, left lower wing, vertical 
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tail surfaces, and right horizontal tail surfaces. Limi-
tations of capacity of the apparatus that could be 
carried aboard the a:iJ:plane prevented the investiga-
right upper and lower or left upper and lower) was 
imposed by the ilnpracticability of running all of the 
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FIGURE 4.-PW-9 wings and tail surfaces with spar locations and strut attachments 
l;ion of the remammg sUTfaces simultaneously with 
those mentioned, but an independent set of runs was 
made later to investigate more thoroughly the slip 
stream section of both upper and lower wings and" the 
left horizontal tail surface . The right upper and left 
lower wing arrangement (in place of the mOTe desirable 
because it was not desired to unbalance the airplane 
even slightly unless absolutely necessary. 
The preSSUl'e measured at each point was the alge-
braic sum of the pressures on the upper and lower sur-
faces (see fig . 13), no attempt being made to measure 
the pressures on these sUl'faces separately, except in a 
1 
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few cases after the main tests had been completed. 
Pressure curves were mechanically integrated to obtain 
loads and centers of pres ure. Simultaneously with 
the pre sure measurements, records were obtained of 
air speed, normal acceleration at the center of gravity, 
left upper wing tip and tail, angular velocity in pitch 
or roll, depending on the maneuver being investigated, 
find control position. These were synchronized by 
ground effect. It was felt that level horizontal flight 
could be maintained accurately enough in this way to 
allow of the use of inclinometer readings directly as 
angles of attack. The method failed because the slight 
variations in engine speed and wind velocity caused 
the inclinometer to oscillate enough to make the read-
ings quite erratic. Further attempts were made, flying 
as hefore, with a moving-picture camera mounted in 





FWURE 5.- Comparisoo of ribs A. B. and C with true Gottingen 436 section 
means of the timer, and all of the measurement made 
were plotted together against time to furni h a history 
of each maneuver. 
It will be noted, in glancing at the center of pressure 
data, that re ultant centers of pressure are plotted in 
terms of per cent of "centric chord." The "centric 
chord" is here defined as the chord pas ing through 
the centroid of the plan form of that portion of the 
wing extending from the root to the tip, and it is i1 ed 
instead of some other arbitrary datum, because the 
po ition of the mean C. P. on the /I centric chord" of 
the cockpit, the lells axis being .normal to the XZ plane. 
V C'rtical reference lines on a row of hangars were 
photographed, and the angles of these lines on the 
picture with t.he frame edge were taken as angles of 
attack. Thi method showed promise, but with the 
hll.ngaIl, located on the south side of the field, as they 
are, it was impos ible to obtain clear picture, inas-
much as the vertical reference lines mentioned above 
were always in the shade. Angles as obtained were 
probably correct to within 1°, but t.his accuracy was 
not sufficient for the purpose for which they were 
FrGURE 6.-0utline of PW-9 wing section at aileron, showiug slotJike gap between wing and aileron 
tapered wings corresponds fairly closely with the 
mean C. P. on the con t.ant chord of straight wings. 
With respect to the maneuvers inve tigated, pecial 
attention was given level flight and pull-ups. A con-
iderable number of level flight run were made in 
order to furnish a basis for the study of the results 
obtained in accelerated flight, and also to furnish data 
for comparison with wind-tunnel re ult . 
Attempts to measure angle of attack in level flight 
failed. First attempts were made with a pendulum 
inclinometer mounted in the cockpit, the pilot flying 
horizontally close to the ground, but with a sufficient 
altitude to eliminate po sibilities of encountering 
desired, and all of the angle reading. were thrown out. 
Centers of pressure, therefore, were plotted again t 
normal force coefficient as the independent variable. 
The extensive inve tigation of the pull-up was made 
for several reasons. First, it is one of the few ma-
neuvers that can he subjected to reasonably clo e con-
trol, or repetition with accuracy. In other word, it 
is a simple maneuver requiring the pilot's attention 
on only the initial air speed and movement of one 
control surface. It is, therefore, po sible to obtain a 
graduated series of maneuvers to allow of the study of 
accelerations, angular velocities, etc., as affecting the 
distribution of load. Also, the pull-up shows the dis-
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I'lnuRE '.-Side \·iew of PW-9 airplane with instru ment panels ramo\·ed 
FIGUII'; S.- Detail \·iew of main instrument instalhtion showing tube cOnneci:1(lDS to manometers 
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" IGun,; 9. Detail view of accelerometer installation in tail.showing also tulJcs from tai l sur(lIccs 
F IGURE 10.-Wing tip accelerometer installation 
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tribution of pressure through a large range of angle of 
attack and furnishes direct information on the .nost 
important loading condition, viz, high angle of attack. 
Third, the unusually far forward position of the center 
of pressure at high angles of attack in accelerated 
flight indicated by tests on the VE-7 and TS airplanes 
(Reference 5), as well as the coincident high values of 
normal force coefficient, made it desirable to study 
the high angle of attack condition at ome length with 
the hope of diseovering relations which might aecount 
for the phenomena noted. 
Because of the importance of accurate air-speed 
measurements in obtaining normal force coefficients, 
the air speeds as recorded from a Pitot- tatic head 
mounted on the front outer strut were carefully 
calibrated against those obtained from timed runs 
eluded there that individual pressures are correct to 
within ± 2 per cent, while values of load are correct 
to within ± 4 per cent. Recent investigations of 
the effect of temperu,ture on the capsule calibrations 
indicate, however, that those figures should probably 
be increased by about 50 per cent for the greater part 
of these tests, and in some few cases should be doubled. 
These errors, however, have a minor effect upon the 
measured distribution of load , since the temperature 
errors are, in the main, a certain percentage for a given 
temperature regardless of pressnre. Furthermore, 
most of the capsules, being identical in construction, 
show comparable temperature errors. 
Air speeds are correct to within 3 per cenli ali all 
speeds in level flight. They arc probably correct 
within about 4 per cent in accelerated flight, since it 
FIGURE H.-Detail of orifice installation In wing 
over a measured course, and also those obtained from 
a suspended "bomb" air-speed head. (Reference 7.) 
This calibration, it wa found, sufficed only for level 
flight runs and the initial air speeds of the maneuvers. 
IIi was nece sary, for the pull-up , to measure the air 
speed by another method. For this purpose an air-
speed head was mounted on an outrigger about 5 feet 
out and slightly forward of the lower wing tip in 
order to eliminate interference from the wings at all 
angles of attack encountered. Air speed obtained 
from this head checked the "bomb" readings wi thin 
one-fourth of 1 per cent at all angles in level flight . 
IIi was thus 'con idered that readings obtained from 
this head in vertical plane maneuvers would be satis-
factory, and all of the air speeds for the abrupt, 
power-on pull-ups were, therefore, corrected on the 
ba i of results obtained from the outrigger head. 
PRE ISION 
A discussioll of th source of error in pres nre 
measurements, using the methods applied in the 
present tests is given in Reference 11. It was con-
is believed that interference effect have been largely 
eliminated, although orne uncertainty still exists 
on this point. 
Individual value of rib center of pre sure are cor-
rect to within about 2 per cent in the high angle of 
attack condition, except in the case of rib L on the 
lower wing, and within an increasing error as the 
angle of attack decrea e until, for condition approach-
ing zero lift, they are quite erratic find unreliable. 
For this reason, moments in tead of centers of pres-
sure are given for the e last ca e. Longitudinal 
centers of pressure of re ultant force are correct to 
within ± 1 per eent at high angle of attack, while 
lateral centers of pre sure are correct to 'within about 
2 per cent. 
Acceleration are correct to within ± O. 2g except 
where noted. 
Control po ition angles are probably not correct 
to within Ie s than 2 or 3 degrees, ince the in ru-
ment was connected to the control lever in the cock-
pit, and did llOt measure change of angle caused by 
deflection of the control system under load. 
StaticlO 
L _________ 
2 ____ ______ 
3 __________ 
L ______ ___ 
5 __________ 
6 __________ 
7 _____ ___ __ 
Chord _____ 
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIO OF A PW-g PUR un AIRPLA E IN FLIGH'f 13 
Time synchronization i corrcct in most ca es to I 
within about onc-twentieth of a econd, although in 
orne runs, because of in trumenL difficultie, thc 
ynchronization i rather POOl'. For thi rea on, any 
calculated quantities dcpending on the record of two 
or more different in trument may be quite umcliablc. 
This i particularly truc of abrupt maneuvers in which 
thr n1('a urad quantities vary through a wide range 
in les than 1 rcond. 
PRESE TATIO AND DISCUSSIO OF RESULTS 
The re nlts following arc prcsented and di_cu sed 
in groups according Lo the maneuver under inve tiga-
tion, viz: 
l. Level fiigh t. 
2. Pull-ups. 
3. Roll . 
4. Spin. 
5. Inverted ilight. 
6. Dives. 
7. Pull out of dive. 
In addition, the tail load, lip strcam, and fabric pre -
sure data arc ummarized and pre entcd epamtely. 
While all of the data obtained in the te t are not 
given in theu' entireLy, representative examples of 
the mo t important ca es are included, and al 0, 
where it was I It they would be of interest, more 
complete data are givcn. 
Level flight. - The level flight re ult are given in 
Table III and in Figures 15a to 20. Figmes 15a, 15b, 
15c, and 15d show the distribution of pressure in Lerms 
of CJ. for four representative cases through the peed 
mnge or useful range of angle of attack. An inspec-
tion of these figures at once disclo es several salient 
point, YlZ: 1. At low speed, or high angle of attack, 
the center of pressure locus i ,for all practical purposes, 
at the same pel' cent of chord along the pan until the 
tip is approached, where it bends suddenly to the 
rear. TIllS is particularly true of the upper wing. 
With respect to the lower wing, this point i question-
able since pre sure at only four points were mea ured 
OIl rib L, and the accuracy of the pre sure curve at 
that station is POOl'. 2. A Lhe speed increases, the 
center of pressure moves back varying amount at dif-
ferent stations along the span, the trend being farther 
to the rear a the tip is approached until, at high 
speed, the .center of pressure at the tip is almost twice 
a far back as it is on the inner portion of the wing. 
3. In practically all cases, minor peaks of preSSUl"e 
occur on the aileron. 
This rearward trend of the ~enLer of pressure from 
the center line to the tip at low angles of attack i 
worthy of special note. Figures 17a to 1 e afford a 
clo er study of the center of pressure movement. 
Figures 17a and 1 a show the variation of resultant 
center of pressure with normal force coefficient for upper 
and lower wings, respectively. Figures 17b to 17h and 
18b to 1 e give the center of pressure vs. o.v for each 
individual rib. A might be expected, the points for 
ribs in the slip tream and near the wing tip are 
omewhat erratic, but a sumcient number of runs 
werc made 0 that fairly good curves can be drawn in 
every ca c, with the exception of rib L. The rear-
ward trend of the center of pre sure toward the tip a 
normal force coefficient decrea e i leady apparent 
from these curve , and lead to the suspicion thai n 
considerable amount of twist (washout) exists, par-
ticularly in thc upper WUlg. This u picion i strength-
ened by ubsequcnt data which how a rapid decrease 
in load along the span toward the tip at low angles of 
attack. It i desu·able, therefore, to tudy the cfl'ect 
of twist on the load distribution at some length. 
The ubject i di cu sed very well in Reference 12, 
in which the author points out the importance of 
slio·tt angles of twist at low angles of attack, and calls 
attention to the fact that the twi t may be a buil t-in 
feature of the wing, geometric or aerodynamic, or it 
may be a torsional deflection under load. He also 
give method based on the vortex theory for calcu-
lating the load curve for wings having certain simple 
conditions of taper and twi t, comparing the result 
with load curves computed on the basi of the (( trip" 
method, and pointing out that the latter method is not 
sufficiently exact Ul ome case. The method is given 
more completely in Reference 13, and i extended to 
include any tapered wing with any character of twi t. 
For present purposes, it is sufficient to compare the 
load curve obtained in flight with load clines calcu-
lated on the ba i of the trip and vortex theorie . 
To do this, it i necessary to choose a particular con-
dition of flight and to determine what the actual twist 
was in this condition. The condition chosen is high-
speed level flight, since several runs are available for 
this condition, and hence e>"'Perimental errors can be 
reduced by taking an average load curve. To deter-
mino the twist of the wing in thi condition is not dif-
ficult. The most reasonable way would seem to be by 
actual measurement of the rigged incidence and add-
ing to this the extra twist induced by the application 
of tho load exi ting in the particular condition being 
tudied. nfortunately this method is not pos ible, 
ince there is evidence that the rigged incidence 
changed during the COLli·SO of the tests, and hence the 
true rigged incidence for any particular run or set of 
run i not known. It is necessary, therefore, to 1'e-
ort to a different method. Assumption are made as 
follow : 1. That the curves of Op vs. a for individual 
rib section not too near tho tip and outside of the pro-
peller influence superpose upon one another; that i , 
that for rib B, C, and 0 for instance, the center of 
pressure i at the same per cent of chord at the same 
angle of attack. 2. That scale effect does not in-
fluence the center of pressme position except to a neg-
ligible extent. With these a sumption, probable 
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FI GUHE 21.-Compnrison of experimental load curve and load curves based on strip and vortex theories 
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value of center of pres ure for ribs B, C, and 0 in 
high-speed level flight are determined from Figures 
17c, 17d, and 17e. These values are referred to 
Figure 19, which shows the variation of C. P. with IX on 
rib C of the PTF-9 model, and the values of angles of 
attack obtained therefrom. The differences in these 
angle are taken as the twist of the wing between the 
"tation u cd. Referring to Figure 20, these diil"er-
ences are plotted against span, Laking B a a starting 
point. The curve is then displaced downward until 
its inner end, extended, intersects the base line at 3}~ 
feet, the point at which the wing chord is a maximum 
and which is subsequently to be taken as the root 
section for the comparison of load cmves. The outer 
portion of the cmve is extrapolated to the tip as shown. 
This extrapolation is not particularly hazardous, since 
it is based on a curve of measured rigged twist (not 
shown) which has a sinlilar form, differing only in 
degree. FigUl"e 20 represents then the twist of the 
wing in high- peed level flight, and includes both the 
rigged twi t and tor ional deflection. U ing this twist 
and an angle of attack for the root section based on 
the average value of ON at rib 8 and the slope of the ON 
vs. IX cmve for a similarly located rib on the model, 
the span load curve is calculated on the basi of the 
vortex theory with the result shown in Figure 21. The 
agreement is quite good. 
The design load curve shown for comparison is 
based on the strip theory without allowing for twist. 
It is only fair to point out here that the rigged twist 
on tills particular wing is rather unu ual, and is greater 
than the washout required in the de ign and specified 
by the manufactmer to compen ate for propeller 
torque. The discrepancy beLween the design load 
curve and experimental curve i , therefore, greater 
than it should have been. But, further in till connec-
tion, it is necessary to mention that while the torsional 
deflection tmder the applied load i.D tills case only 
amounted to one-half of a degree at the tip the ap-
plied load factor was 1, whereas the condition designed 
for at low angles of attack i the early stage of the 
pull out of a dive, in which the applied load factor 
may be several time unity and the torsional deflection, 
therefore, increased in proportion. It is manifest then 
that not only is I;he rigged incidence a matter of im-
portance to consider in the structural design, but the 
torsional rigidity of the structure as well, and thi 
latter quite apart from considerations such as wing 
flutter and secondary stresses. Till conclusion is not 
new, but seems to have been overlooked in this 
country. In spite of the probability that stress 
analy ts and designers will view with distaste the 
necessity of carrying out the additional calculations 
required to obtain a more exact load curve, there 
seems to be no simpler alternative at present. It may 
be remarked, however, that the solution of the load 
curve, once the twist is known, is neither difficult nor 
particularly laborious. In relatively flexible struc-
ture , however, because of the mutual relationship of 
twist and load, it becomes neces ary to resort to trial 
and OlTor, always a tedious process. 
The span moment curve is readily determined on 
the ba is of the assumption that the moment coefficient 
varies linearly with the lift coefficient when the mo-
men t curve for the ba ic ailfoil sec tion is known. 
The minor peak of load occurring on the aileron 
are believed to be due largely to the effect of the slot-
shaped gap between the wing and the aileron, since 
the control position record showed that the aileron 
wa neutral or very near neutral in all nm . 
Pull-ups.-Pull-ups were made as follows: 
1. Abrupt, power on, through the speed range. 
2. Graduated abruptness, power on, at 70, 100, and 
130 m. p. h. . 
3. Repetition of orne of the foregoing with power 
ofL 
Figures 22a to 25f show the variation in pressure 
distribution throughout four abrupt pull-ups at speeds 
between 79 and 181 m. p. h., and Figures 26 to 29 the 
corresponding span load curves. In the pull-up at 
79 m. p. h. the airplane was nearly stalled before the 
maneuver was begun, and the pressure curves for ° 
time are, therefore, characteristic of the illgh angle 
of attack condition in steady flight. As the maneuver 
progresses, however, the angle of attack of maximum 
lift is reached and the mean center of pressure (see 
fig. 30) on the upper wing moves forward to about 26 
per cent of the centric chord. It will be noted from 
the pre sure plots for tbe medium and illgh-speed pull-
nps and from the time ill tory curves (figs. 30 to 55) 
that the maximum forward position of the center 
of pres ure is the same within the experimental errol' 
in every case, the average value being about 27% 
per cent. (Exceptions: Run 73 and Run 137.) This 
value agrees with the value found in wind-tunnel tests 
on the PW-9 cellule. (Reference 14.) It does not, 
however, check the value found in monoplane test , 
the difference being about 3% per cent with the full-
scale center of pressure farther forward. Tills di -
crepancy is ascribed to "biplane effect" or the mutual 
interference of the upper and lower wings. 
On the lower wing the center of pressure does not 
move so far forward, reaching an average value of 
about 31 per cent. This value does not check the wind 
tunnel value, but compari ons are not strictly valid 
since the wind tunnel lower wing model was extended 
to the plane of symmetry, and hence has a greater 
span, proportionally, than the full-scale wing. 
While the influence of biplane effect on the center of 
pre sure is not an unknown phenomenon, thus far it 
has not been taken into account in the design rule. 
The importanco of this phenomenon should not be 
overlooked. While it can be seen from Figures 56 to 
59 that the distribution of load along the span on both 
L 
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Run 65: Pull-up 
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Run 65: Pull-up 
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Run 130: Pull-up 
of 116 m.p.h. Time: -:02 sec. 
FIGURE 23a 
Run 130: Pull-up 





















































Run 130: Pull-up 




Run 130: Pull-up 
of 116 m.p.h. Time: I. 23 sec. 
FIGURE 23f 
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Run 130: Pull-up 
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Run /32: Pull-up 
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FIGURE 49.-Time history oC an abrupt powcr-olf pull-up at 159 mi les per bour. (Run No. 195) 
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upper and lower wings at high angles of attack ngree 
remarkably well with the load curve derived from the 
de ign rule, still, the discrepancy between the actual 
center of pres ure and design center of pre sure (31 pel' 
cent) result in an unsafe condition for the front liftLrll s. 
Figure 60 hows the comparison between the actual 
gross spar load curves from Run 132, and the de ign 
load curve (dead weight not subtracted) for high allO'le 
of at.tack on the ba is of the same load factor or total 
load. A mall difference in rela,tive wing load exi t 
between flight and design rule (l.37 and l.29, re pec-
tively, for this case) which magnifies the efrect of 
center of pre ure di crepancy on the upper wing to a 
light extent. It is een from the figure that the greater 
portion of thefrontupper paris overloaded, but thatitis 
underloaded at the tip. Thi latter condition i cau ed 
by the rearward displacemen t of the cen tel' of pre . ure at 
the tip section ,which i characteri tic at high angles of 
attack . The eil'ect of the nctual load distribution on 
the primary bending moments is shown in Figure 61. 
The e curves are givell for illustrative purpose only, 
but are true compari ons on the as umption that a pin 
joint exi ts in the spar at the cabane strut attachmCllt 
point,whichi not actually theca e. They how,howeV'er, 
that a con iderable discrepancy e},:ist between the bend-
ing moments actually obtained and those assumed-
in this particular case, 36 per cent on the unsafe ide. 
In view of the importance of the high angle of attack 
condition in design and of the position of the center of 
pressure in this condition, it would seem advisable to 
hift the design center of pre ure forward on the upper 
wings of biplanes by the amount indicated for the 
combination by wind-tunnel te t or theoretical calcu-
lations, if such are available, or if not, to hift the upper 
wing center of pre ure forward arbitrarily by 3 to 5 
per cent t.o be on the safe side. 
It might al 0 be advi able to increa e the de ign 
bending moment of the front par in the middle of the 
bay of externally braced type by an arbitrary amount 
to allow for the rearward displacement of the center 
of pressure at the tip, except in cases where the effect 
of tip shape is definitely known. The existing rules 
apply an arbitrary increa e in bending moment of 
30 per cent from the outer point of inflection to the 
tip, which take care of pos ible increa e in tres near 
the strut attachment point ari ing from exces ive tip 
loads. The tip 10 assumed, which is con idered to be 
more than that actually encountered, i upposed to 
take care of po ible exce es of tress in the bay, but 
is not uIIicient to provide for condition arising from 
di placements of the center of pressure from the 
assumed value. The above di cus ion accentuate the 
need for exten ive research on load di tribu tion over 
wing tips, which mu t be done before the arbitrary 
nature of sueh revisions a uggested can be eliminated. 
8493-31-4 
Figure" 62 and 63 al'e pre ented to show the variation 
of par load di tribution throughout two pull-ups of 
different character. Both show the arne general 
re ults 1'01' imilar portions of the maneuver, the out-
tandinO' points being the tip peak on the upper rear 
par in the region of high angle of attack and the 
imilarity between front and rear par load di tribu-
tioD on the lower wing in all conditions. 
Figure 30 to 55 repre ent hi tories of all of the 
pull-up investigated for which sati factory record 
were obtained. They how the relation existing be-
tween the loads acting at any in tant during the 
maneuver. It i seen that the upper and lower wings 
reach maA'imum load at the arne time; 0.1 0, that the 
maximum tail load is down and occurs early in the 
maneuver, well before the winO' loads rettch their 
maximum value. It will be noted, too, from the tail 
acceleration record that this down load i not accom-
panied by an appreciable weight or inertia load, since 
the acceleration at the time is approximately zero. 
This ugge ts that a critical loading condition for the 
fu elage is the pure maximum down load on the tail, 
which agree with the present de ign rule. 
Referring to the abrupt power on pull-ups in the 
high angle of attack condition, the acceleration at Lhe 
tail remain at a fairly constant ratio to the accelera-
tion at the center of gravity, and i of the order of 
one-half of the latter value (considering 19 the datum). 
It would follow from this that the present rule are 
in errol' in assuming the high angle of attack condition 
to be equivalent to a tatic condition with the basic 
load multiplied by an appropriate load factor, and 
that they hould take account of the fact that in thi 
condition there is, in most cases, an angular accelera-
tion about the pitching axis which results in a varying 
inertia load along the fuselage. This inertia load, of 
comse, depend on the moment of inertia of the air-
plane and the effectiveness of the controls, and differs 
with diITerent airplanes . In any ca e, however, the 
condition would be such that the inertia load forward 
would be greater than anywhere el e. This points 
to the conclusion that the present rule gives de ign 
load for the engine mount and forward portion of 
the fu elage that are too small, and hence may prove 
un afe. 
Referring now to the histories of the power-oil' pull-
ups, the above di cussion doe not apply. The tail 
acceleration now are about the same a the center of 
gravity accelerations and u llally a little higher. In 
hort, tho conditions in the power-off pull-up are in 
fair agreement with the conditions assumed in the 
de ign rule ; the conclu ion is therefore drawn that 
two po sible critical conditions exi t for the fuselage 
at high incidence, one corresponding to power on and 
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FIGURE 6t.- Comparison of front spar bonding moments from flight tests (run No. 132) and specification. (Pin 
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A point of considerable interest i" di clo cd by the 
result 01 the powpr on pull-ups. It has heen men-
tioned previou ly in this; report that one rca on for 
inve tigating tho pull-up at sllch length was to deter-
mine the efi"ect of the pitching motion on the center 
of pre sure po ition in the high angle of aLtack condi-
tion, and al 0 on the maximum normal force coefTi-
cient. It has been shown Lhat the maximum forward 
posiLion of the center of pre ure is the amo within 
the experimental error, regardless of the character of 
the pull-up. It can, therefore, be concluded that 
pitching does not affect the C. P. in the high angle of 
attaek condition, at least for the airfoil section and cell 
used here. The maximum normal forco coefficients 
are erratic; that is, for different run the values of 
normal force coefficient are not the ame, and seem 
to bear no clear relation hip with allY ot.her variable. 
Thi i believed to be due to the lack of accurate 
ynchronization between the air- peed record and 
pressure record. In general, however, the values arc 
greater than would be expected. The upper wing ON I 
from the model data (Reference 14), corrpcted for 
"'cale eiIect rraches a maximum yalue of about l.43. 
The fu ll-scale re ult holV ome maximum values a 
high a l., with tho average maximum about l.66. 
In only one case i the maximum ON Ie s than l.43. 
'rhi woulcl indicate strongly that the normal force 
coefficient of an airfoil ,vith a po itive pitching motion 
attains a higher value than a similar airfoil under 
steady condition. This indication is further substan-
tiated by F igure 64. It will be noted that Lhe accel-
erutions in the power on pull-ups lie close to the theo-
retical curve. ow, ince the theoretical curve is 
based on the a umptions that the airplane is pulled 
up with no loss in airspeed, anel that ON maximum for the 
pi tching airfoil is the same as that for steady flight at 
stalling pe d, in view of the fac~ that the air speed 
actually doe fall ofi" an appreciable amount b.v the 
time the peak load in a 11l1l1-up is reachrd, it can only 
be concluded that the clo e agreement be(.ween the 
experimental point and the theoretical curve is due 
to an unusually high maximum normal force coeffi-
cient occurring in the maneuver. Thi cIo e agree-
ment, therefore, could only be expected to occur for 
certain condition in which the decrea e in air peed 
just offset the increase in normal force coefficient. 
In the e test. the condition are met in abrupt power-
on pull-ups started from horizontal Ilio·ht. In the 
power-ofl' pull-up the air speed fall oft more rapidly, 
and a a result the men. ured accelen"1tions in general 
come below the theoretical curve. It might be ex-
peeLed from thi that in abrupt pull-ups made from 
steep dives in which the weight component still act 
forward at the peak load, the air speed would not fall 
orr so rapidly, and as arc ult accelerations in exce of 
the theoretical would be experienced. While none of 
the present data how thi to be so, it has been demon-
strated in maneuverability te t on both an F6C-3 
nnd an F6D-1,. airplane (results not yet published) 
that thi condition actually occur. 
The e high normal force coefficient can probabl.f 
be accounted for on the ba is of the known phenomenon 
of vortex or eddy formation. An important considera-
tion in these formation over a wing beginninO" to taU 
is that time i required for the back flow in the bound-
ary layer to reach the tage where the fu'st vortex can 
be formed. In the pitching wing, therefore, the flow 
doe not instantly break down when the steady flight 
angle of maximum lift i reae-hed, but continue in 
force for a short time while the wing rotates beyond 
tllis angle, with the re ult that the lift continues to 
build up to an abnormal value. Whatever the cause, 
the 1'e nIt is interesting and important, a it can very 
conceivably have ome effect on high angle of attack 
load factors, and al 0 on the relative distribution of 
load between upper and lower wing of a biplane. 
With respect to thi latter point it would eem 
rca onable to expect that the lower wing normal 
force coefficient at peak total load in a pull-up would 
be nearly equal to it tCltdy flight value, ince the 
effect of the upper wing in the latter ca e i to delay 
the breakdown in flow over the lower wing, and hence 
the explanation given for the upper wing does not 
apply, at least for the peale total load condition. 
Furthermore, the lope of the lower wing ON curve is 
progres ively decreasing with increasing angle of 
attack (Reference 14), and at the time of maximum 
load on the upper wing ha a fairly small value. This 
is borne out by the relatively fiat lower wing load 
curve in the present data. 
The above a sumption is ub tantiated by the fact, 
the model lower wing ON at the angle of attack of 
ma)"imul1l upper wing load being l.18 (corrected for 
scale effect), whereas the average of the maximum 
full calc 10'wer wing normal force coefficients from the 
power on pull-up i l.23, a good agreement. If the 
hypothesi concerning the high upper wing normal 
force coefficients is correct, the foregoing lower wing 
values can be made to agree till better by taking the 
model ON at a higher angle of attack. 
The eifect of the phenomenon di cus ed in the above 
two paragraph on the relative wing-load ratio would 
be, then, to increase the ratio for the pitching high 
angle of attack condition. Comparison of this ratio 
from the model data and from the full scale pull-up 
data how thi to be true, the former value at ma)"i-
111.\.1111 upper wing load being l.16, whereas the latter 
value (average of all power-on pull-ups) is l.35. The 
ratio of these two value. , since the lower wing normal 
force coe1Ii.cicnts aro essentially the same, is then 
practically equal to the ratio of the teady flight upper 
wing maximum normal force coefficient to the pitch-
ing upper wing maximum normal force coefficient. 
In all pull-ups, the acceleration at the wing tip is 
of approximately the same magnitude as the accelera-
tion at the center of gravity, differences being ac-
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counted for as follow.: in the early stage of the 
maneuver, the fJexibilit.V and lightnes of the wing 
structure allow the wing tip to accelerate mord rapidly 
than the fuselage; ill later tages of the maneuver, 
light rolling motion i undoubtedly the cau e. 
A phenomenon evidenced on the original records, 
bu t not given in the hi tories, shows the exi tence of 
a high-frequency vibration of large amplitucl at the 
wing tip OCCUlTing in each case at the in. tant of maxi-
mum load and continuing until the end of the record. 
(Fig. 65. ) Whether tllls 0 cillation i cau ed by the 
i:iudden breakdown of air 1I0w on the wing tip, by the 
abrupt change of inertia load, 01' is associated with the 
more 01' les well-known phenomenon of wing flutter, 
can only be surmised. Vibration tests conducted on 
the airplane showed the natural frequency of the wing 
. tructlll'e as a whole to be: (a) From .7 to 10 oscilla-
tions per second in bending, the difl'el'ences being 
cau cd by the addition of varioll weigh 1. up to 22 
pounds fit the accelerometer locfition; (b) 8.5 oscilla-
tion per econd in torsion. For the upper tip alone, 
a rigid support being providecl at the tl'ut attach-
ment, the frequencies were taken from ] 0 to 14 in 
hendiog with weight added as before, and 12 .. 5 in 
torsion. In the bending test, t.he higher frequencie. 
eorrespond to the condition of no extra weight, ,,-hich 
is the condition occurring in flight. 
It was difficult to determine frequency oJ oscillation 
from the wing accelerometer recorns because of the 
uperposition of several waves of difl'erent frequencie 
and amplitudes, buting-eue1'al thC' frequency of the prin-
cipal oscillations wus of t11l' order of fr.olll 10 to 17. 
Strangely eJlough , the higher fl'NJuC'llciC's occlIl'J'ed 
in the slowe!' power-ofr manell\'el'. , thus preclllding tho 
po sibility that enginr vibration wn responsiblc. 
Rolls.- Figul'e 56a to 57i how the eli tributiOll of 
load throughout a right und a lC'ft baJ'l'C'l roll. The 
initial stages of the maneuver up to the pC'ak load 
arc iclentical with the pull-up, except that. thC' load 
build up on the rudder in addition. Beyond the peak 
load, au torotation starts and is evidenced in the right 
roll by the shapes of the pres ure clll've on thC' right 
upper wing which nrc characteri tic at angles of 
attack nhove the ~ tal1. (See Reference 14.) The left. 
lower wing in the right roll docs not stall, the condition 
being similar to that at high anglrs near maximum lift 
In the left roll, the right upper wing is not taIled, but 
i. neal' or at maximum lift, while the left lower wing 
shows evidence of being stalled very lightly. The 
horizontal tail mfaces show dissymmetry of load. 
Tn the left roll, the distribution of pressure on the right 
side is very similar tlu'oughou t to the pressure di tri-
bution in a pull-up, but in the right roll the down load 
on the elC'yator is replaced by an up load in the latter 
stage of t.he maneuver. Thi di ymmetry is probably 
cau . cd b~' the inOuence of the fll elage. 
pan load Clll'ves for the t,,-o rolls nrc gi vell ill Figures 
6 and 69, and time hi tories in Figure 70 and 7l . 
Figure 72 i a span load a nd inertia load diagram 
combined from eorresponding points in the right and 
left rolls at the condition of maximum dissvmmetry 
of load on the upper wing. Thi point oe~lll's 111. '1 
secon 1. ] t will be noted from Figlll'C's 66 nnd 57 that 
the two maneuver are closely similar, \' iz, the coutrol 
action is practically thr sallle, Illld the maximum 
accelerations at the C. G. lire pracLically ('(Flal and 
occur at the ame time relative to the stHl't of thC' 
maneuyer. Figure 72 is corrected [or thC' difrerellce 
in total load in the t,,·o maneu\'('rs. 
The out tanding points in con Ill' tion with the 
unsymmetrical conditioll art': 1. The maximum eli -
symmetry of load on the upper wing occurs shortly 
after the Illaximum total lond , and the total load in 
the 111l YIllIl1C'trical condition is not llluch 1('s8 than this 
maximum. 2. The dissymmrtr.\T on 1.h(' ]o\\'e1' wings is 
of sllch II natlll'e as to oppo e the rolling moment due 
to the upper wing. The first poi.nt is of partieular 
interest in that it how~ that the un ymmetrieal 
cabane load condition hould be anal:vzecl with an 
average load factor equal to the high incidence load 
factor. This, of cour e, applie only if the arbitrary 
nature of the exi ting rule i ('liminaled, and they arc 
reformulated to inclLltle the eO'ect of varying inertia 
load acro ' the span and the true eO'eet of the lower 
wing. The second point i of COli iderabl intere t 
also, although in the light of th delayed tall o[ lower 
wings of a biplanr indicated hy model tests, the re ult 
is not particularly slIl'j)l'i . ing. (Reference 14.) ThC' 
re:ults indicute that at the point of maximuJll uppe]' 
wing rolling momenL, the angle of attack of the talled 
ide of the cellule is not beyond the stalling angle of the 
lower wing on Olat side. Tills would explain the coun-
ter-rollin(Y mOlllent of the 10wC'1' wing. 
The inertia loar] along the span varies as shown ill 
the figure. The slope of the line is calculated from the 
angular accelera tion of the airplane (5 radian per 
second pel' eeond) a~~ determined from the slope of 
the angular yelocity record [or the right roll. The 
wing tip acceleration for the right roll checks thi 
slope very closely, although the wing tip acceleration 
for Lhe left roll doe not. 
It may be of intere t to note that the angular accel-
eration a calculated from the known rolling moments 
and moment of inertia of the airplane checks the value 
from the angular velocity recorder and accelerometer 
fairly clo ely. Thi can only be done, however, if the 
total wi.ng rolling moment, a determined from Figure 
72, be a. umed as that [or the right roll. The reason 
for this i that the angular yelocitie in right and left 
rolls arc not the ame Oil account of propeller torque 
and becau e the load on the taIled wing in a roll is 
quite sen. itive to change. in rolling velocity, wheren. 
10 
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F IGURE 64.- Throreti cal and experimental applied load factors in abrupt pull-ups from level (\jgbt 
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Run 222: Righi barrel roll 
o f 16 7 mph. Time : -.25 sec 
FIGURE 66a 
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Run 222 : Righi barre l roll 
o f /6 7 m.p.h. Time: 0 s ec. 
FIGURE 6Gb 
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Run 222: Right barrel roll 
of 167 mph. Time: I sec. 
FIGURE 66g 
Run 222: Right barrel roll \ 
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Run 225. Leff barrel roll 
of 163mp.h. Time: Osee. 
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FIGURE 67a 
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Run 225: Leff barrel roll 
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the load on the unstalled wing is not. Therefore, if the 
right 1'011 is chosen, we have the actual measured value 
of the load on the stalled or right upper wing, 
whereas if the left roll were chosen we should have to 
assume that the load on the right or stalled wing in 
the right roll was the same as the load on the left wing 
in a left roll, which would be a rather hazardous as-
sumption. Assuming, therefore, that the wing-rolling 
moments given in Figure 72 represent fairly well the 
true wing-rolling moment in a right roll, it is only 
necessary to subtract the opposing torque of the 
propeller (in this case approximately 900 pound-feet, 
based on a knowledge of the propeller and engine 
characteristics and. the conditions at which they are 
operating) to obtain the total moment causing angular 
600 
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Lateraf COP 7.42 ff. from <t. 
r\ 
they assume ,a major importance in the study of the 
phenomenon of autorotation. Flgures 75a to 75q and 
76a to 76p show the dlstribution of press me for a right 
and a left spin. In the right spin throughout, the 
left lower wing remains essentially unstalled, but at 
an angle very close to that of maximum lift, while the 
right upper wlng begins to show evidences of becomlng 
stalled at the tip at 2 seconds, and thereafter the stall 
progresses from the tip toward the center until at 2% 
seconds the entire wing is stalled to the plane of sym-
metry. This condition continues, with the load 
becoming smaller, to 4 seconds, where the loads start 
to build up rapidly and the stall appears to become 
more pronounced; that is, the center of pressme locus 
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FIGURE 72.-Span load curves from right and left rolls combined to show worst unsymmetrical condition 




ex, therefore, IS I 
8,700. d. 1 697 = 5.13 radIans per second per secon . 
, 
Time histories of right and left rolls at slower speeds 
are given in Figures 73 and 74. These runs do not fit 
together as well as the higher speed rolls, but it is 
apparent from a study of the time histories that the 
time of maximum dissymmetry occurs relatively late 
in the maneuver with the total load from 80 to 90 
per cent of its ma>..;mum. 
Spins.-Loads in the spins are relatively small and 
uninteresting from the structmal point of Vlew, but 
The whole motion appeu.rs to be unsteady up until the 
records were discontinued, although it is quite possible 
that a steady condition would have been reached had 
the spin been continued longer. Loads on the hori-
zontal tail surfaces remain characteristic of high angles 
of attack with the elevator well up until u.bout 5 sec-
onds, when the load builds up in the positive dlrection, 
the pressure distribution becomes more irregular, and 
the elevator load changes from negative to positive. 
These changes occur without movement of the elevator 
find indlcate a change in air-flow conditions, probably 
caused by the change in direction induced by the in-
creased angular velocity. It is interesting to note from 
the time history (fig. 79) of this maneuver in conjunc-
tion wlth the pressure distribution curves that the 
horizontal tail moment changes early from positive to 
negative and continues to build up in the negatlve or 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF A PW-9 PURSUIT AIRPLANE IN FLIGHT 63 
diving sense to a considerable value, while the airplane 
is still settling into a stronger spin. Even the load on 
the elevator changes in direction from down to up 
with the angular displacement remaining constant at 
about 24° up. 
In the left spin (figs. 76, 78, and 80) the right upper 
wing remains unstalled throughout, but the left lower 
wing apperu's to be stalled from the beginning of the 
record and continues so until the end of the record, 
tbe stall becoming more pronounced as the spin con-
tiuues. The motion, a in the right spin, is unsteady. 
As in the right spin, also, the borizontal tail load 
increases upward and the tail moment continues to 
build up in the diving sense, while the elevator remains 
well up. The distribution of pressme, bowevel, is 
more regular than in the right spin, undoubtedly 
because the right side is now advancing into the wind 
with the fuselage and vertical tail surfaces behind it 
exerting little distmbing influence. It will be noticed, 
too, that the horizontal tail moment in the left spin 
does not reach as high a value as in the right spin. 
Vertical tail moments in both spins remain nearly 
constant and at about the saIlle value in both. 
It may be remarked here that this particular air-
plane was easily controlled in the right spin, but came 
out of the left spin with considerable difficulty. 
Inverted fiight.-Attempts were made to obtain 
records in tbe inverted flight condition without much 
success, as the pilot found it difficult to maintain the 
condition. The inverted attitude was reached by 
means of a half loop, but could not be held, tbe air-
plane losing altitude and having a strong tendency to 
nose down and continue the loop. Figure 81 shows 
the distribution of pressme in the inverted condition. 
It will be noted that the center of pressure locus is 
rather far forward, indicating that the angle of attack 
has not reached the angle of maximum negative lift. 
Span-load cmves are given in Figure 82. 
Dives.-A representative dive is illustrated in Fig-
ures 83 to 86. Leading-edge pressures reach an 
exceedingly high value, as noted from Figure 83 and 
Table III. The span-load curves (fig. 84) show the 
eiTect of the twist of the upper wing, the load inboard 
being positive with the tip operating below zero lift. 
A curve showing the variation of moment about the 
leading edge along the span is given in Figme 85 . 
The spar-load curves given in Figure 86 show the effect 
of the wa hed-in central portion of the wing very 
clearly and also, to some extent, the effect of the 
washout, the front spar load increasing toward the tip 
with the rear spar load decreasing. 
Normally in a dive, as in the case reported here, zero 
lift is not reached, altbough it could be attained if the 
airplane were rosed over sufficiently. This condition, 
however, is an uncomfortable one for the pilot, the 
senso tion being that the airplane is Rlightly over on 
its back, which it really would be in a majority of 
cases. Zero lift can be attained, however, with the 
nose of the airplane only lightly below the horizontal 
in a sudden push into a dive. Pressure distribution 
for this case is given in. Figure 87; it is similar to that 
in the dive, but with the negative areas at the leading 
edge in greater proportion. The pressure, however, 
are much less because of the lower speed. Span-load-
ing curves in Figure 88 show that a considerable por-
tion of the upper wing is at negative lift, while loads on 
the central portion are positive, and that the lower 
wing load is positive throughout the span. Spar-load 
curves are given in Figure 89. The effect of the twisted 
upper wing is apparent in these curves, the down load 
increasing on the front spar toward the tip and t.he up 
load on the rear spar decreasing. The condition would 
be much more severe in the case of a fast dive at zero 
lift, since the twisting moment would increase as the 
square of the speed, and hence the deformation would 
increase, resulting in a greater proportion of load on 
the outboard portion of the front spar. It is con-
ceivable that the outboard rear spar load might reduce 
to zero, the entire load being carried on the front spar, 
in which case a form of partial inverted flight condition 
would exist that would probably be critical for t.he 
landing wires and the leading edge of the wing. 
Pull out of dive.-An interesting, though isolated, 
case of a low incidence loadiug condition occurs in the 
pull out of the dive, Run 226. In connection with 
this condition it should be said that the pull out was 
normally executed; that is, it was made cautiously with 
due regard to the speed at which the airplane was 
travelmg, and that it in nowise represents a special 
test condition. The point chosen in working the 
records was the point of maximum acceleration (3.6g), 
which occurred early in the pull out and which was felt 
would probably represent the most severe rear spar-
loading condition that could be found without working 
up a large number of points. Figures 90 and 91repre-
sent the distribution of load for this case. The condi-
tion is seen to be characterized by moderately high load 
with the center of pressme fairly well back and span 
load tapering off rapidly toward the tip. The spar 
loads given in Figure 92 show the effect of tbese 
characteristics. Spar loads derived from the specified 
low angle of attack loading condition are given for 
comparison, although the total loads for the two cases 
are not the same. The total load for the observed 
results is the true total for this case corresponding to 
an applied load factor of 3.6, whereas tbe derived 
curves are based on a load factor of 3.25 which is the 
low angle of attack load factor divided by the intended 
factor of safety of 2. It can be seen that the upper 
rear spar load is well withi.a the design load, and 
although the front spar load is in excess of the speci-
fied load for low angle of attack, tbe condition is not 
critical for the member. On the lower wing, however, 
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Run 227: Leff spin 
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FIGURE 86.-Spar loading In a dive at 260 miles per hour. (Run No. 226) 
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FiGURE 91.-Span load distribution in a pull-out Crom dive. (Run No. 226) 
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taken care of in the high angle of attack condition . 
On both wings the center of pres ure i somewhat 
farther forward than is assumed in the design, the 
total load is higher, and the relative efficiency of the 
upper wing is only 1.02 a. against the design assump-
tion of 1.29. Of the e factors, the fir t tonds to de-
crease the severity of the condition a compared to the 
pecifications, \vhile the econd and third tend to 
increase it. It is impo ible to say from one ca e, of 
course, what center of pressure position is most likely 
to he encountered in the critical condition for the rear 
spars, since the load factor changes with the pressure 
distribution. Definite conclusion on this point, there-
fore, are not warranted . The comparison is little 
('.hanged if both total loads are as umed to be the ame, 
and the effect of the discrepancy between the relative 
upper wing efficiencies remains as the mo t ignificant 
factor. The ca e, however, emphasize the impor-
tance of extended research into the mutual interference 
of biplane wings, and also point out that the supposed 
factor of safety of 2 is not unlil{ely to be overworked, 
even under conditions which are not con ide red in any 
re pect abnormal. From the standpoint of the 
operating personnel, it would seem that the au:plane 
should be handled very gently in pull-outs from fast 
dives until the low angle of attack condition is more 
thoroughly known and provided for. 
Tailloads.-The important tail loads are summarized 
in Table IV. For each run Ii ted, everal conditi n 
are given in chronological order to cover the following : 
1. Maximum horizontal surface down load; 2. Maxi-
mum horizontal surface up load; 3. Maximum tabi-
lizer pressure; 4. Maximum elevator pressnre ; 5. Maxi-
mum vertical surface load; 6. :Ma~.'imum fin pres ure; 
7. Maximum rudder pressure. Vertical urface pre -
sures were not worked up for the pull-ups since they are 
relatively low and of little intere t. 
Tail surface specifications for pursuit type airplanes 
impo e average loads of 45 and 40 pounds per square 
foot on the horizontal and vertical surfaces, re pec-
tively. It is interesting, as a primary comparison 
between observed and speeified loads, to note the values 
given in the columns of average loads in Table V. 
It must be borne in mind while doing this that the 
. pecification are supposed to incorporate a factor of 
safety of 2; thu , any value given in the table exceeding 
one-half the specified value is to be con idered an over-
load and vice versa. It will be noted that the hori-
zon tal tail surface loads in the pull-ups are generally 
lower than one-half the design load, exceeding this 
value in Run 134 and 137, and closely approaching it in 
Run 133. It is worth noting that the applied load 
factor (C. G. lIcceleration) in Run 133 i 6, making the 
safety factor for bot.h wings and tail smfaces approxi-
mately 2 (on the ba is of loads only) in the same 
maneuver. In the two dives listed, however, the tail 
loading is excessive, being 26.4 and 30.7 pound per 
square foot for Runs 213 and 226 re pectively, 
indicating that the specifications should be revised 
upward. Other high loadings on the horizontal 
surfaces occur in the high- peed barrel roll , Rum 222 
and 225, the value exceeding one-half the de ign load-
ing, but remaining less than the dive loadings. It i 
interestinO' to note that in the rolls the maxunum up 
load is of the same order of magnitude as the down 
loads, whereas in all other maneuvers the down loads 
only arc severe. 
On the vertical surfaces only two loads listed exceed 
the afe value, in the right barrel roll, Run 222, and in 
the pullout of a dive, Run 226. Since the barrel roll 
under discus ion was quite severe and may be consid-
ered an unusual or test case, it would not be reasonable 
to expect that lmder normal conditions vertical tail 
surface load would be so high. The load in the pull 
out mu t be con idered a fair one, however, and the 
pos ibility of the vertical urfaces receiving high loads 
under norma] condition can not be denied. In this 
case the maximum load occurs simultaneously with the 
low incidence condition discussed previously in the 
report. 
Besides the average loading lilcely to be encountered 
on tail smfaces, the pecifications must anticipate the 
distribution of load with particular re pect to the high 
concentrations that may occur in some places, usually 
the leading edges of stabilizer and fin. The present 
specifications dispose the load uniformly over the fi,xed 
mInce whence it decrease tmtil, at the trailing edge 
of the movable element, its value is one-third the value 
over the fixed surface. In flddition, pecial leading-
edge load ai'e applied extending from the leading edge 
back one-fifth the chord of the fi,xed mface, and having 
a uniform value equal to three tin1.es the pecified 
average loading. Thus, the leading-edge load for a 
pursuit airplane tabilizer would be 135 pounds per 
square foot and for the fin 120 pounds per square foot . 
On the horizontal smfaces the maximum pressmes 
on the leading edge occur in the severe pull-ups and 
exceed the pecified leading edge value by a very 
appreciable margin, although fortunately they are 
usually quite local in character and do not extend over 
the pecified area. The fact that they not only exceed 
half the specified loading but actually exceed the whole 
of it is well worth noting. In all of these cases (pull-
up ), however, the accelerations at the C. G. were 
greater than 6. In the less severe power-on pull-ups, 
the max-imum pre sures recorded are under 135 pounds 
pel' quare foot, but in orne cases con iderably greater 
than half that value, indicating that the pecification 
hould be revised upward. In one dive, Run 226, 
the pre sure was equal to that specified'within the exper-
imental errol', and it would seem from this that to 
double the present leading edge specifications would 
give a much more reasonable value. 
In no case does the pressure on the leading edge of 
the fin exceed the pecified value, although in the pull 
out it reaches a value of 90 pounds per square foot . 
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A few comparisons of some of the wor t rib loads 
with the specifications are given in Figures 93 and 94. 
They are self-eA,])lanatory and need no fmther com-
ment. 
Slip stream investigation.-A number of level flight 
runs and pull-ups, both power on and power off, were 
made with orifices located on six ribs in the central 
portion of the upper wing, and one rib near the root 
of each lower wing to determine the effect of the slip 
stream on the pressme distribution. 
Referring to the level flight pre sure plots (figs. 95a 
to 95c), no pronounced difference between right and 
left sides can be observed in the low-speed condition 
on the upper wing, although an appreciable difference 
on the lower wing is apparent, the effect of the rotation 
of the slip stream being, as would be expected, to reduce 
the effective angle of attack on the right side. This 
effect on the lower wing occurs throughout the speed 
range. On the upper wing at the higher speeds, a 
similar effect is noticeable, although the differences are 
not greater than might be expected as a result of the 
deformed leading edge. The pre sure plots for the 
peak loads in pull-ups show no appreciable differences 
in the character of the pressme distribution, with the 
exception that the leading-edge pressure on the right 
lower wing is lower than that of the left lower wing in 
the power-on pull-ups, whereas both pressmes are about 
equal in the power-off pull-ups. 
The span load curves show more clearly what differ-
ences exist. In Figures 99 and 100 it is seen t.hat the 
slip stream increases the load on the central portion of 
the upper wing, while the shape of the load cmve 
remains much the same. The effect of the rotation of 
the slip stream on the lower wing, however, is pro-
nounced as the figures show. 
Figures 101 and 102 show that no appreciable dis-
symmetry of load exists on either the upper or lower 
wings at the peak loads of the pull-ups as a result of the 
slip stream rotation, although in the power-on pull-up 
the total load in the region affected i greater than the 
load in the power-off pull-ups for the same initial air 
speed. This increment of load is due to an increased 
air speed, which is composed of both the slip stream 
increment and the natmal increase obtaining as a 
result of the power-on conditions. 
From Figure 103, which represent the condition in 
a dive at high speed, it is apparent from the lower wing 
rib loads that the rotation of the lip stream is still 
effective. The low point at rib A', which is also 
apparent in the other span load curves, is probably not 
due to slip stream effect nor to any interference from 
the fuselage. The pressure records for this rib show 
violent fluctuations of pressure for the points aft of 
about the quarter chord point. This fact, in combina-
8493-30--6 
tion with the knowledge that a rather abrupt discon-
tinuity existed in the upper surface wing cmve near the 
leading edge of rib A', would lead one to believe that the 
streamline flow over this rib was disrupted, and hence 
caused a marked decrease in the lift. This is furLher 
apparent from the pressure plots for the dive. (Fig. 
98.) The condition may thus be con idered a& purely 
loeal and having no connection with the slip stream. 
Fabric pressures.-Coincident with the slip stream 
mea urements, records were also obtained of the fabric 
pressures on rib C and several other points. For this 
purpose each pressure capsule was connected to one of 
the flush orifices in the wing surface and to an open 
tube terminating inside the wing near the flush orifice. 
Pressures as obtained are tabulated in Table V and 
need no special comment other than that minus sign 
indicate downward acting pressures and vice versa, 
regardless of whether the orifice is on the upper or 
lower surface of the wing. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It is concluded from these tests that: 
1. In any condition of flight characterized by low 
angles of attack with the center of pressure well back 
of the elastic axis, the wing, unless quite rigid, may 
deflect torsionally to such an extent as to greatly alter 
the load distribution. This means that the load dis-
tribution is a function of the torsional rigidity of the 
wing structme and this fact should be taken into 
account in the design rules. 
2. Regardless of the cause, the effect of wing twist 
on the load distribution is the sa,me and this effect 
can be satisfactorily calculated. 
3. The maximum forward position of the center of 
pressme on upper and lower wings is unafl'ected by 
the factors involved in accelerated flight. 
4. The maximum forward position of the center of 
pressure on the upper wing of the full-scale airplane is 
the same as that for the model wing. This point if; 
questionable with respect to the lower wing, ince 
strictly comparable data are not available. 
5. The maximum normal force coefficient of the 
upper wing of a biplane reaches an appreciably higher 
value during a maneuver involving positive angular 
velocity in pitch than it does in steady flight, while 
lower wing normal force coefficients corresponding 
to the angle of attack at which the upper wing maxi-
mums occur are essentially the same for both pitching 
and steady flight. This means that the relative wiug-
loading ratio for the true high angle of attack condition 
(which always involves a positive angular velocity in 
pitch) is greater than would be expected from steady-
flight (wind tunnel) data. On the PW-9, this increase 
is about 16.3 per cent of the steady-flight value. 
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G. In power-on maneuvers involving high angle of 
tI ttack, a varying inertia load exists along the fuselage 
which is critical for the engine support. This inertia 
load hould be considered in the fuselage analysis con-
ditions. 
7. The strip method of computing span-load curves 
for the high angle of attack condition gives results which 
check the measured load distribution very satisfactorily 
[or wings tapering imilarly to those of the PliV-9. 
. The position oJ the center of pressure at sections 
near the tip is an important factor requiring further 
study. In the present case on the upper wing the 
center of pre sure locus bends to the rear at the tip, 
thus increasing the front par bending moment in tho 
bay for the high angle of attack condition by an 
amount which is not provided for by the pre ent rules 
concerning tip los . 
9. Design rules hould include proper determination 
of the center of pressure position on biplanes. 
10. In barrel rolls the max'imum dissymmetry" of 
load occurs shortly after the peak loud, and the total 
load when this maximum value occurs is not appreci-
ably less than the peltk. 
11. When the maximum di symmetry of load occurs 
in a roll, the lower wing is not stalled and the asym-
metrical loading on this wing is of such a naturo as to 
oppose the rolling of the airplane. 
12. In a spin the insido wings are stalled approA'i-
mately to the plane of symmetry, while the outside 
wings remain unstalled, although at a high angle of 
attack. 
13. Leading-edge pressures on the wings reach values 
of the order of 450 pounds per square foot, both in 
dives and in pull-ups. 
14. Conditions governing the critical rear spar load ' 
"hould be studied at greater length. The pre ent 
report shows that in normally executed pull outs from 
fast dives, rear spar loads may be greater than bave 
heretofore been considered. 
15. Tail-load specifications should be revised up-
ward . This is partioularly true of leading-edge load , 
which should be at least doubled. 
16. The eIfect of tho slip stream is to cause dissym-
metry of load on the two root portions of the lower 
wing, and to incl'tlase the load on the central portion of 
the upper wing without giving rise to any dissymmetry 
thereon. 
17. Abrupt changes in contour of the wing curvature 
near tho loading edge may seriously affect the lift. 
LANGLEY :MEMORIAL AERONAU'l'ICAL LABORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO-
NAUTICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Februa7'Y 3, 1930. 
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TABLE I.- CHARACTERI TICS OF PW-9 AIRPLANE 
Span of upper wing •..•. _ ...... _ .......... __ .... 32 feet 0 incb. 
Span of lower wing ... __ _ .. _ ... _ .. ...... . . . __ .•. 22 feet 5:14 inches. 
Centric chord of npper wing. ____ .. __ . __ ..• ___ . . 5 feet 3% inches. 
Distance from center line to centric chord ...... 7 feet 10 incbes. 
Centric chord of lower wing .. ___ .. __ ...... _____ 4 feet 6 incbes. 
Distance from center line to centric cbord .... _. 5 feet Hii inches. 
~t~~ge;' 'i::~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i,p~~· 
Dihedral (upper wing lower surface) .... ___ ..... 1° 6'. 
Dihedral (lower wing lower surface) __ ._ ... _ .•. , 1° 23' . 
O. G. position: 
Aft leading edge of root section, lower wing. 1 M inches. 
Above lower surface root section, lower wing. 23H incbes. 
Distance (rom O. G. to center line of elevator 
hinge •. __ ........ __ ._. __ .. __ ......... __ .. _ .. __ J4 feet 11% inches. 
Distance from O. O. to center lino of rudder 
bioge ... _ ... ____ .. ____ ... _____ ..• __ .. . . __ ..... 15 feet 3% incbes. 
Area of upper wing ............ __ .....•... __ .••. 160.4 square feet . 
Area 01 lower wing ................. __ .....•. .•. SO.S square leet. 
Total wing area._ .... . _______ .. ___ ._ .. __ ·. __ ... 211.2 square leet. 
Area of horizontal tail surfaces .. __ ...... __ ._ ..•• 29.84 square feet. 
Area of vertical tail surlaces. __ .......... _. __ ... 10.74 square feet. 
Weight o( airplaoe duriog tests ..... ________ . __ . 2,970 pouods. 
Rated horsepower at 2,000 r . p. m __ ... __ ....... 375. 
Power loading .. _____ .... ____ ................... 7.92 pounds per bp. 
Wing loading ...... __ ........ ____ . ___ ... __ ... _ .. 12.3 pounds per square foot. 
E::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t~ ~~!HE!~tt:m: 
I Stagger measured at a sectioo parallel to the r>laoe of symmetry, and p~ing 
through the centroid of tbe plan form 9f ooe lower ,vmg between a 11l?e perpendicular 
to tbe chord of tbe upper wing and a hne drawn from a pomt one·thrrd chord length 
from the loading edge of the lower wing to a point similarly located on the upper 
wing. 
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TABLE H.- TRUE ORDINATES OF PRE URE TABLE n.- TRUE ORDI ATE OF PRES URE 
RIBS RIBS-Continued 
D' 4 '" AU A E F G H ' 
Rih Chord =68 Chord=70 Ohord=64 Ohord=61 Rib Uhord=51 Ohord=·19.2 Chord= 12 Cllord=58. 
in('hes inche-s inches inches iO('Lles inches inches inches 
-
: pper I Lower Upper I Lowe: Station Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower , tatiou Upper I Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower 
chord chord chord chord chord chord chord cbord chord chord chord chord cbord chord chord chord chord chord 
------ ------ ---- - ---
Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent 
0 2 .. 52 2 .. ;2 3. I~ :1. II 1. 7 1. 87 1. 7 1. 87 0 2.48 2. I 2. ,h 2.7 2.52 252 2. "9 2. U 
I. 2.; 4.34 .8 4. 9 I. 17 4. II .23 
Un I .30 I. 25 1.31 . 91 4.62 . 96 4. II 1.11 5. on I. 31i 2.50 5.35 . ,,3 5. I. 07 5.11 I -.16 5. 02 -.16 2.50 5. 52 · .11 5. G2 .59 4. U5 .69 .1.95 .87 5.00 6.91 .19 7. 2 .76 O .. ,0 -.47 6.40 -.4 b.OO n. u.s .20 7.02 .26 b.95 .36 i.31 .31 
i. [,(\ 8.15 .00 . :\9 . Gi i.7:l -.50 i . . 1fi -.!l2 i . 50 i.96 .11 7. U7 .1 6. 17 .24 8.50 .15 
10. 00 !l.15 -. 10 9.2'J .57 .70 -.47 .65 - .45 10.00 8. (.1 . 06 . 72 . O~ n . . 17 9.3" (J 
I.;' 00 10.40 -.12 10 .. ;0 .11 10.20 -.19 10.12 -.20 15.00 9. 82 0 9. 93 a i. 15
1 
.02 10.52 0 
20.00 11. 03 -.06 II. 12 .26 
11.10 I 0 11. Of> -.02 20.00 10. 61 0 10. 63 -.0 7.95 0 II. 13 0 30.00 11. ;j 0 II. 24 0 11.13 0 11.:32 0 30.00 11. 08 0 11. 00 0 8. 52 0 11.31 () 
10.00 J I. 10 0 10.63 - . 03 10. 0 10.65 0 40.00 10. IG 0 10.10 0 . 55 0 10. g 0 
:\0.00 10.1:1 0 9.50 0 9.77 0 9.52 0 50.00 9.15 (\ 9. 42 0 .1 0 0 9. I 0 
60.00 8.70 0 .00 0 8.41 0 .IU -.08 60.00 .1 2 () .17 0 i.21 0 .56 0 
70.00 7. 14 0 6.28 -.13 6.72 0 6.4.\ - . 16 70.00 6.16 0 6.71 0 ii. 90 0 7.07 0 
80.00 !i. 3:\ 0 4.22 - . 46 4.95 0 l. 5:1 - . 33 0.00 4.67 (I 4.08 0 .t.2- 0 5.0i 0 
UO.OO 3.10 0 1. :1 - . 70 3.68 0 2. II -.53 90.00 2.57 0 2. fiO 0 2.45 0 2.72 0 
no. 00 1. 75 0 .57 -. 79 1. ;'2 0 . ,.~ -.69 !l5.00 I 1. ·I .~ 0 1. 40 I 0 I 1.13 0 1. 53 0 100.00 . 26 0 -.66
1 
- 9 .22 I 0 .52 -.75 100.00 .31 0 .26 0 .3 0 .29 0 
----------
A' n C D H J K L 
Rib Chord=70 Chord=6 Chord=6 1 Ohord=60.~ Rib Chord= Chord =51 Chord=44. Chord=25.6 
inches inches inches inches inches inches inches inches 
---I 
Upper I Lower tation Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper J,ower >,Iation Upper Lower Upper Lower Gpper Lower pper Lower 
chore! chord chord chord chord chord chord chord chord chord chord chord chord cbord chord chord chord chord 
---,---,--- ------ ---- -----
Per cent! Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cellt Per centJ>er cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cellt 
(\ 2. 2~ 2. 24 2. 35 2.35 Z. ·(2 2. <12 2.52 Z. :;2 0 2.69 2. fi'l 2. 48 2. 18 2. 66 2.66 :1. :36 3.36 
1. 2;) 4. 2lI .60 4.68 1.00 4.56 . 91 4.1, .99 I. 2:') ;;.00 1.15 4. :i:i .98 4.73 . !IS 5.39 1. 2;, 





5.00 6.69 . O~ 7.12 .28 7.00 .27 6. SO .28 ,;.00 7.2'> · 2~ 7.00 .1:J 7.10 .02 7.62 I" 
i . . ;0 7. 3 -. 01 .21 .10 .0:\ • OS i.76 .17 i. !iO 8. 31i .10 ~.I:l -.Ofj 8.26 -.09 8.51 -. I~ 
Ill. 00 8. 75 -.07 9. 15 0 6 0 8. 51 .07 10.00 R 25 () 9.0:\ -.13 8.93 -.09 9.26 -.20 
10.00 10.10 0 10.40 0 10: 0:' 0 9.77 0 15.00 10. 41 -.12 10. :17 -.19 10.00 -.07 10. 50 -.2:3 
20.00 10. ~ 0 11.11 0 10.80 0 10.77 0 20. 00 I l. 02 - . 11 11.01 -.17 10.71 0 11. 41 -.16 
:10. (10 1l.!:1 0 II. 50 .03 11.17 0 11. 27 0 30. 00 I I. 21 - . 02 11. 09 -.01 II. 31 0 12.23 0 
10.00 10.07 0 10. 90 .03 10. (;2 0 10.62 0 40.00 10.56 0 10.51 0 10. 72 0 12.20 0 
.10.00 9. " 0 9. 5 0 9.67 0 9.50 0 50.00 ~. 53 0 9.56 0 9.73 0 11. 72 0 60.00 8.16 0 . ;2 0 .12 0 .06 0 flO. 00 . 22 0 8. _ 0 .(;.1 0 11. 10 0 
,0.00 6.19 0 7, 06 0 6. ,9 0 6. 46
1 
0 70.00 6.50 0 6.52 0 7.17 0 10. 05 0 
0.00 4. 62 0 5.09 0 4.9 0 4.70 0 80. 00 4.54 0 4.58 0 5.31 0 .25 0 
90.06 2.5; 0 ~. 08 0 2. 0 0 2.61 0 90.00 2.34 -.31 2.16 -.22 3.06 0 5.55 0 




1.70 0 3.71 0 
100.00 .23 0 .1;'") 0 .2:3 0 .211 0 100.00 .29 -.53 -.35 -.6\) .33 0 I..J 0 
TABLE HL- RECORDED PRE Ulm,' 
[Level flight prcssuCl" llrc gh'cn in per eent q except in slip stream runs; a ll o(\l('rs in pounds per s{jUIl ro footJ 
Run TO . 18. Le"el flight at 74 m. p. h . q=14 pounds per square foot 
Stabilizer anel eley;::-l 
-I pper wing Lower wing Vertlcq! tail surfaces R ib 
A B c D E F G H K M o p Q R s T u 
--1---
---------
__ 1 __ 
----- ---




-- ~ -- - - -- -------
2 49 130 149 119 liS 131 71 111 111 93 I 
8 3 182 93 119 160 1 fi 131 67 160 167 1 111 41 
'" J 152 1 6 InO 9 7t 37 134 101 (;7 22 8 - -.----. - ------- --- ---.--. 5 167 127 93 19 19 49 74 ~~_ ::::_~5 --I -- --- -- -.--- ---._- -- .. --- --G 74 56 44 114 22 19 37 1---49 15 19 20 .. _-
-1- ----
Run , -0.90. Leve l (light at 11 2 III p. h. Q=32.1 pounds Iwr S'I ll .• re foot 
--- ---
0 -3r, -39 -49 
36 32 24 44 
49 U 1i0 
52 4\ 49 
52 18 13 37 
--::1:::-:-: ::::::. :::.:.: :-:-::1:::-:-: ::::::: :_::::: :: 1 19 0 
.. 
2 16 54 
" 
3 113 79 
~ I 110 112 
0 5 112 7.J 
16 -32 -32 
-31 I II 24 29 W 
_____ ~u 41 31 94 65 32 
21 I I II 13 
65 54 50 J.i 
- ----1- - - - --.--- - -------
32 31 ? 
12 iu 15 G 
,S,; 39 
7 34 13 
23 21 
:.: -I ----1----.. - --
- ·1 
Hun :-':0.23. L"\'cl flight at 133.2 Ill. p. h. q=.J5.1 pounds p ,. "IU:1rl' fnol 
-- ---1-·- . I -Ii -31 -90 I -102 -, - lIS -15 -61 I -ill 
" 
2 -I -11 -fi -13 -II -fi 11 -14 - Ii 
" 
3 f 34 II i1 90 12 13 71 5(; 
~ I 88 79 09 II 37 JI 18 6U I 1;3 
0 5 113 57 40 II 10 13 l!) 6 II 
G 39 32 25 19 25 2 14 15 14 
7 31 13 II 13 23 
-.- -I -
-----
-S I 1.1 
o :I I 
;,)/j :{I 
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TABLE lH.- RECORDED PRESSURES-Continued 
RUll 1\0. Level flight at 151.6 m. p. h. q=59 pounds per square foot 
Upper wing Lower wing Stabilizer and elevator Vertical tail surfaces 
c D E G H 
- -----

























-56 -35 -2 -45 
16 18 12 53 
36 36 15 63 
11 9 19 47 
25 22 16 18 
20 11 -. - - . - - -- . - - - - _. 
Hun ):0. Go. Pull·up Ht 79 m. p. h. Time: 0 second 
21 13 1 17 26 23 12 
21 18 II Ii __ .. ~~.I- .. } ~~ 21 1.5 9 4 
25 26 16 - 7 4 2 
21 19 13 -1 I -6 -2 
26 17 6 -4 -6 -3 
15 7 4 -5 -4 -7 
~:: : ::~:i::::::: .. -~~J. ~~- ." =~ 
Run ):0. 65. Time: 0.25 second 
:1 •.• ••  ..... ..:.t: •.• :.:.1 
-2 . __ .. __ __ _ . __ . +. _ 1 __ ___ __ 1 _ _ -.-- -
18 31 
13 n 
31 31 16 
23 26 14 1 31 39 26 31 I 26 2 IIi 29 36 31 29 -5 R 3 -8 -I 7 ____ _ ___ __ _ . _ .. -3 ,.-._ .... .-._ ._- . -.- .. . .. 









-9 -7 -9 .- ._. __ . ____ .. _____ . _ 
-16 -15 -6 _ .. __ . .- _ .. . . .. ___ _ 8 16 
12 13 
16 7 5 
9 3 
<C 1 :10 34 26 ]'5 12 
-7 -10 -9 -3 1__ - - ------. ---
9 5 3 . _______ . .• 
;§ 5 22 21 15 3 3 






































































































































































































































39 39 23 
31 31 15 
35 21 9 ~g ~ 6 
3 . _ . • _. ______ . __ 






















48 52 29 
38 36 18 
38 23 10 l~. I! 9 
4 . __ • • _ •• '_'- __ ' 































~l ~! I:~: .~i·: . ......  . .....  
~~- ::: :: ::I::~::: : :::::::1::::::: 
21 .1 
" -4'
11 • • • _ ••• __ • 
2 _______ . _ .. __ ___ . __ 
-7 "_'-' ._._. __ .- __ . _. 
- 10 -3 __ . __ __ ,. __ . . _ ._. __ .. _ . __ . . .. _ .. . 
-· f; -I ... _ "j _______ . ___ . __ ...... _. __ . 
-4 . • _. ___ , __ . __ __ . ___ ... ..: : ::: . .. :':: : 
24 15 7 4 _ . .. . __ ___ __ _ • •• _ •• ___ .- •• __ ••• - •• • • 
I -1 
-3 1 
o 0 _._... - -
-2 _. ___ .. .-_. _ .. 1------
~~ ii ~~ ~g 1~ 2~ 2~ l~ - •..• - ::::::=1::::::: -- ....... -.. 
15 If, 11 9 1 -1 3 3 ' -.- - ----·--1----·-------.- --. 11 12 4 1 1 3 2 , _______ - • • - • •• .. - --. - --'- '-- -
__ • ___ • _. __ . 4_ : : : : : : :: : : ::::: _ • • __ :. ___ ~: _ ._ .~ I •• _~: .\::: : :: : ::- :::: :.: : : :: : : : :::: : 










I 54.5 62 
2 34.0 52 
:.. 3 H.O 41 
" 
'" 
,I 46.0 42 ~ 5 26.0 23 
6 14.0 I~ I 7 0.0 
1 49 57 
2 31 46 
~ 3 40 32 
s 4 36 40 
0 5 21 20 6 11 7 
7 6 2 
----
1 11.0 0 
2 11. 4 14.5 
'" 
3 31.8 21. () 
~ 4 36.9 29.6 
0 5 32.8 20.8 6 18. 2 11.4 
7 12.0 I 4.2 
1 23.9 0 
" 
3 20.8 14.6 
() 3 3'1. 8 27.6 
S 4 39.5 36.4 
0 5 32.8 22.9 
6 19.3 11.4 
7 13.0 5.2 
1 39.0 1 21,3 
2 32.8 28.1 
8 , 3 57.2 51.5 
<t: 4 56.1 40.6 .;:: 
0 5 43.2 33.8 
6 22.9 16.6 
7 14. 6 5.2 I 
1 118.0 114.0 
'" 
2 78.5 100. 0 
() 3 . 4 87.9 
c:: 4 86.8 78.0 ~ 5 52.0 47.3 
6 31. 21 2J. 7 17. 7 5.7 
1 165.0 171. 
2 116.5 155. 
3 102.0 119. gl 
4 122.0 117. 0 
5 62.4 57. 2 
6 40.5 24. 4 
7 23.4 9. 4 
1 135.0 124.0 
2 88.3 107.0 
~ 3 82.6 87.8 
"2 4 96.2 100.0 
0 5 44.7 40.0 6 46.8 19.2 
7 19.8 16.6 
REPOR'l' ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AEROr AU'rICS 
TABLE HL-RECORDED PRESSURES-Continued 
Run Xo. 65. Time: 1.50 seconds 
Upper wing Lower wing Stabilizer and elevator Vertical tail surfaces 
c D E G H K M N o p Q R s T u 
-1----- ------------1-- ------'--1------1--
62 65 57 49 32 4i 42 47 29 17 17 11 ............................ '_ .•. 
57 55 47 4i 25 31 35 36 16 Co 16 _ 3 •.•.... ....•..•... 
17 
34 ~~ ~~ i~ fg i~ ~~ 2g ~ it':i2 ~ ======= ===:=== =====~= .=:':.: .=.:.=': 
Ii 4 5 7 22 12 10 31 1- 212 1- ...•.....................•..•.. ~ ~ .•.. ~~ ....... ~ ....•.. ~_ ====:::: ::=:::t •. ~:= ... =-:~ ...• :. i:=: :::: =:::::: :=::::: ::='=::1': 
Run No. 65. Time: 1.75 seconds 
51 57 51 44 29 41 36 14 21 
"'--ii' l 1-1 10 8 . -- ---- :::==:=C=::: ------- --------47 49 41 41 21 26 30 31 15 -1 3 .------ ------. --------
42 30 30 25 17 21 29 18 9 -1 0 -1 -1 . --- ---
······-1-······ •••••. -1- ••••••• 31 14 14 15 13 12 H 9 6 -1 -9 2 -1 .------ ------- ------. ------. --.-----
16 3 4 5 20 9 9 2 -1 1 2 -1 .--.--- ------- ------- --_---- 1--------
7 2 3 i 15 2 
---- ---- -.-----
1 -6 -1 .---.-- . ------ ------- ---.--. ...... + .. -.... 
3 3 1 
------- -----.-- .--.---. --.---.- -.--.-- ----.-- .---.-- .------ ------- ------- ------- 1--- ---- ------- --------
Run No. 130. Pull·,:,p at 116 Ill. p. h. Time: -0.02 second 
-19.2 - .3 -8. 
10.9 12.5 7.8 
15.6 21. 4 17.2 
28. 0 15.1 14.0 
1.1.6 4.7 3.6 
.3 7.8 8.3 
2.6 1.5 
-3.11 0 -6.8 -7. -2.~0~ ...• -3.61 5.2 -2.~ I ······+.·.~ I __ ................... . 
i~: f n ... ~P" ~H '''ij~~'I::~~;~: ~~~~~~~ -In ;:: .::g~;.I~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
t ~ I···:~~· .... ~·.~. I .... ~~=. :=:=:::= :::=:== :::::::1' ~ .. ~~~2~~. :::==:=)===:==: :~=::=t=::·: ==:==:= :=~:=~~ 
Run No. 130. Timo: 0.23 second 
-19.21 4.2 
-5.21 0 
10.9 15.6 17.2 12.0 
17.7 21. 4 17.2 19.2 
o 20.3 2.6 17.7115.6 ....... -5. 2 15.6 -11. 4 .•••••• ""'" ._ ••••• ""'" • .• ••• _. 
7.3 21.3 20.8 19.2 14.0 ....... -21.9 -12.0 -10.4 .. ,.,., ""'" ..•.... ""'" .....•.. 
28.1 15.6 
16.6 5.7 4.2 4.7 1 .1 I 14.0 I 9.9 
.--.. :~~. .3 5.2 4. 2 1.6 4.2 
1~: ~ •.. ~~~~. ~H 1"'1~T:=~~:~= =~rr =~J =iU '=~T ::::::: ::::::: :::::::'::::::: :::::::: 
• .. ~~~ ..... ~~~ .. - .. ~~~. =:·==::r::=:: .=-:~~~. =-:~~~~. =-:~~~\==:::~ :::::== :=::==: ::=::==I:::===}=::::: 
20. 49.41 15.6 
21.8 57.2 65.0 
12.2 :l3. 30.2 
40.0 21.9 18. 7 
21. t 5.7 5.2 
]2.5 ···~~~~·I 10.4 5.2 3.6 
109.01 IH.O 119.0 86.3 100.0 92.6 
75. I 69.2 67.6 
71.3 32.2 32. 
;11.3 8.,.2 
9.91 18.2 ···~:~~·I 13.0 15.6 6.2 
168.0 r 170.0 176.0 147.0 145.0 135.0 
111.0 84.7 89. 0 
85.8 36. ·1 37. 9 
39.0 17.1 19.2 
22.8 16.6 
------- .. ------ -- 10.9 
115.0 142.0 180.0 
123.0 139.0 130.0 
7. ,,9. 87.3 
68.0 42.7 40.6 
29.0 19.2 21. 3 
22.9 28.6 19. 
16.1 10.9 
Run No. 130. Time: 0.48 second 
16.1 1 9.9 59.3 53.1 50.5 30 7 ...•... 29.1 21. 8 13.0 """ ....... 1._ ..... 
1 
.. .... . 1 ....... . 
35.9 15.6 46.8 4.4 127 23.4 ." .. -10.9 -.5 -6.2 " "'" "" '" ....... ""'" ..... _ .. 
31.2 1.5.6 50.4 4,) ••••••• _. 14.0 ....•. -18.7 -16.1 -H.6 ..••• .. 1 __ • •. _ ...•••.....•.•..•.••..• 
l~ I ~H .-.~~~~. ~H ... ~~~~. :::::::I::=::::I=~U =~n I:~~:~: ::::::: :::::::l·::::::j": =::f::·::: 






















Run No. 130. Time: 0.73 second 
60.8 92.51 .4 87.4 49.41...... . 53.0 
43.2 72.8 77.0 72.8 31. 2 ""'" 1 
36. 9 62. 4 65. 5 
.. ·~T .·":'f";· :ll:, 23.437.411.1 36.9 ...•. _ .. 1 23.4 8.8 ...•. " -14.0 -21.3 
32.2 12.5 7.3 ... "'" ....... -4.7 -9.1 
------- ~ -------- -------- .. _ .... -j-................ 
Run o. 130. Time: 0.98 second 
-J1. 71 26.0 ------- ------- ----- .. - ------- ------ --
. -I. 2 .••• ••. , •••.•••••••••• _ ••••••••••••• 
-H. 0 , ... '" "_"" • ...... .. ...•..•..•• _ ._".,., 
-:11.2 -11.0 ".'" .....•..•......•..... """" 
-19.8 -2. r. .......... " .•...•......•....... _. 
-10.\1 ..•. '" .... , .....•. ""'" ""'" """" 
.................. , ....... ""'" """- """"1 
~u 1~~:~ iM:~ 1~5:g ~n ===:~ ~:b I ~U ~:g 1=====:: =====:= ::===:= ==::==:1==:====:, 
55.2 62. 4 78.5 ....•.. . 23.4 ""'_' -13.0 -8.8 .......... '_" .•.....••..•...•.... + ...... . 
38.5 40.0 41.2 32. . .....• -15.1 -28.1 -27.0 -12.5 .. _ ....... ,.,. ""'" ""'" .••.•. " 
_ .. ~~~~. :::~~:~: ... ~!~~. =:=~~:~:::::::: ~~~~!. ~~~~~. ! ~~~~~. =~~:\:::::::.::::::: ,::::::l::::f:::.:~ 1 
Run No. 130. Time: 1.23 seconds 
I - - ~ ... ~_I .. = 97.7 109.0 9 .8 89.0 62.4 ---.- -- 69.2 65.5 H7 -----~- ------- -.-----63.4 5.2 89.4 63.0 43.2 
-----
. 17.7 19. 3. 1 
------- ------- -----
. 
-------1--- ----53.0 59.8 71.7 '''3h~5' 29.6 ::11.·i· - .3 -5.2 ------- ------- ------- :=====:1:===:== 50.5 35.4 11. 2 ------. -22.1 -21.H -11.1 .------ --------------
,;9.2 :1\. 16.6 -9.3 -16.1 -13.5 -2.6 
-------
... ' .. 
----- ------- ----.---11.1 ::.~~:~: I·-·-~~~· :===:==:,:=::::: -1.0 -7.3 -Ii. --- ... - ------- ------- ---- --- ---- .. -.--- -- ---.-.- ., -.-_ .. - ----- .. --.- ------- " . 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF A PW-9 PURSUIT AIRPLANE IN FLIGHT 91 
T ABLE IlL-RECORDED PRESSURES-Continued 
Run No. 130. Time: 1.48 seconds 















'" 3 '-' ~ 4 










g I ~ 
,. 
1 
2 g 3 

























70.7 II. 6 
72.3 41. 1 
~~J 1M: g 1~~: g ~~J ~q ~?: g ~6: ~ ~g: 0 ~n g: ~ y~: g fn 3U ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::::,::::::::. 
39.0 36.9 37.1 33. 8 38.0 49.4 34.8 ________ 26.0 -3. 6 -7.8 -6.2 _______ _______ ' _____________________ , _______ _ 
80.6 52.0 
:JI. 2 23.4 
20. 8 16.6 
11. 0 9. fi I?:; ~i I ~l JL:;: JJ }li:~~;_ll~~~J ~1!li~11,::::::::::::::::: :::::::j:::: 
Run No. 130. 'l'ime: 1.73 seconds 
2g I jU 1 5~:~ 1 ~U ~~:g !I:~ -1 39:~ I 12:5 1n 2U 1:::::::1::::::: :::::::1:::::::1=::::::: 
28.6 27.0 44.2 31.2 ________ 23.4 -4 7 -9.9 -62 ------- ------- ------- ------- _______ 1 ______ _ 
22. 3118.2 23.4 24.4 22.4 ______ -.8 -15.1 -IS.l -7.8 __________________________________ _ 
i~: ~ --~~~~- -::~~:~:I---~~~~-·:::~~:~:':::::::I·~~~~· ~~~:~- ~~:;- :~~~~: ::::::f:::::::::::::;::::::f:::::: 
'i .0 78.0 oZ. 0 I 83.2 72.8 56.2 33.8 52.0 6.5.0 42.6 
62.4 33.S 28.6 26.0 24.4 
65. 0 41. 6 28.6 20. 3 18.7 
26.0 19. 2 20.8 I S. 1 
14.6 14.0 14.5 13.5 19.71 10.9 6.8 7.8 
- -.---; 10.4 
Run No. 132. Pull'up at 137 m. p. h. 'rime: -0.02 second 
0 -18.2 -36. 4 -36 .. j -33. 8 
0 0 -2.6 -3.6 -5.2 
3t. 2 15.6 6. 26.0 13.0 
361 31. 2 26. 0 16.1 12. S 
26.0 17. 2 2.1 2.6 
20.8 13.0 10.4 5.2 9. 4 
I .2 6.2 4.2 2.6 
-44.2 -5. 2 -29 -37 -25 61-- . ----1 -8.8-- ----- -3.6 __ .• ___ ' _______ !----- __ i ______ J ______ _ 
-2. 6 2.6 -10 -8 0 _______ -3.6 -19. -8.3 l. 0 __ .. ___________ _____ __ _____ ______ . 
:1 I ,_ nl:_: ~:::~;I:'~; :::::jY, J\~l!!~li-::::m::':::::: :::\:: 
Run No. 132. Time: 0.23 secon d 
o -18.2 -36.4 -36.4 -33.8 -~~!II_] II •• :~~: ._. ~~_ ... ::; .•• :.l!:I~r-[ ~}~_i ~]fJ j::l;:~:::!I::::: ::::::. ::.:::: :l::.::i o 0 31. 2 15.6 36.4 31. 2 59. 26.0 21. 8 13.0 
19.2 6.8 


















55 - • . ~---I 




































77 44 ------- -























































. I . 
Run No. 13?. Time: 0.48 second 
7.8 46 31 47 36 O. 5 6.2 -8.8 10. 9 ------- .--.--. ------. --- ---- ---.-. 
14.6 47 45 50 30 2. 6 -14.0 -5.2 -8.8 ------- ------- ------- -.-.--- ---.--.-
13. 0 59 .52 16 - 16. 6 -26. 5 -22.9 ------- -.-- ... -- ---.--- --- -. -- ------- .--.----
9.4 39 38 24 ------- -29.6 -38.0 -41. 6 -20.8 --.---- ------- --- -- ... ------- ... -- .. --- ... 
15. 6 2~ 9 ... ------ -21.8 -22.4 -30. 2 -5. 2 -----_ .. ... ------ --.---- - .. ----- ------
14.6 13 9 ------- - ... ---- -- -6.8 -14.6 -11.6 ------- -- -._- .. . ------ --.--- .. --- -- _ .. -----
------- -------- ------- - ------- .. _- -
--- -----.- --- -- -- ------- --.---- ------- ... --- -- .. ------ ... ----- .. - ------- .. 







nun Ko. 132. 'rime: 0.98 second 
--~--~--~--~-------~------~---.---.---.----~t il~ 19 ----~~~- __ J~_ -~U =UJ =!?: f 1~1~~- ~~~~j~~~~~~~ I~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~/~~~~~~~ 205 229 182 198 153 167 112 1J9 74 
____ ~~_ ::_::~~: _____ ~~_ ::::: ~~: ;::::::: ~~~~~_ ~~~~~_ ~~6:~_::~~~~:j::::::~ ~:::::::::::::~:::::: :::::::: 40 37 43 17 26 21 21 36 9 18 
nun '0. 132. T ime: 1.23 seconds 
148 198 163 
140 130 148 
63 96 65 
36 33 39 
.-------
18 23 
23 21 31 
---.---- 8 16 
79 130 I 134 114 76 27.6 45.8 33.8 IS.7 ------- ----- -- --- ---- --- --- - --------
81 1O~ 109 94 ?4 18.7 14.6 22.9 3.6 ------- ------ - ---- --- ------- ------- -
45 70 66 ________ 35 -1. 6 -12.0 -9.4 ------- -------1------- ------ ------- --------











HEPOH'l' A'rIO AL ADVISORY COMMIT'l'EE FOH AERONAU'l'ICS 















RUIl No. 132. 'l'ime: 1.4 
------
Upper wing Lower wing Stab ilizer aod elevl\Lor VeriicaJ toil slI t'faces 
A B c o E G H K M N 0 p Q R S T U 
, 125.0 '--;; ~I 






9.8 9 . 80.61 51. 4 
-- ---, 
96. 2 83.2 105.0 
7 .0 57.7 80.6 
75.3 43.2 64. " 59.8 33.3 47. 12. 0 12.5 J .2 -.5 
7 . 6
1 
46. 13. 2 
87.4 65.0 41. 6 
43. 2 24. 9 2.3. 4 
1.2 22.3 2 1. 
13.5 10.9 
17.7 
96.7 96.0 73.0 99 
62.0 70.0 66. 5 3 
67.5 47.0 36.0 37 
70.0 50.0 3l.0 26 
36.5 23. 0 22.0 




-36 -78 -94 - 107 
-25 - 31 -36 -31 
39 12 -5 44 
55 47 42 30 
65 42 26 9 
29 21 I.; 13 
27 9 7 
53.0 61. I 
31. 2 33. 
21.:J 22.4 
23.4 27. 6 





58.7 38.5 28.1 -7.3 
26.0 32.2 24. 9 - 14.0 
28.0 17. I -9.9 
15.6 14.5 -4.7 
Run No. 132. 1' imo: 1.i3 seconds 
-12.5 -10.9 
- 11.4 I ... '1 -23.4 -2;1.9 
- 16.1 -16.1 -~.1 
.: l" 







sg: g ~g 7g fa ~: ~ I ~8 2~ "i ~i .:~ ::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::: 
~H \ I~ ~~ ~! "'~rg- ::::~~: ~r =ti =H "'::f,::::::: ::::::: :::::::'::::::: :::::J 
I~ ro:8 .... :~ ...... :~ ...... :~. :::::::: ::::::: ... :-:~ .... :-::. "':-:~l::::::::::: ::: I ::::::: ::::::=1=:::::: ::::::::\ 
RUIl No. 137. Pull·up at 181 m. p. h. Time: 0 second 
-llO I -122 
- 1-1 -29 
8 19 
2~ I 25 8 Hi 17 
9 S 
-.:~ =~ =~ -24 2?k9~4' =~~:g =i~:g -13.0 .. = ...... , ............ --'-... = ~~ li ~ ..... ~. ::::~~:I 85 ]j I ~U ,:56: ~~~~j~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~ ~~m~(~~~~~~ 
11 10 12 ..•.... ,....... 0 " I 
.-.-... - ... -- -.-- .... -.---.-.,-----.- ..... -. -.- ....... -.. - , ..... -- ···· ·· · 1··_·· _· -.. -... ===.--.... -. 
}tun No. 137. Time: 0.13 second 
:.:_=.:.:_:.:. :_-=.:.:. :_:.= .. _':.:.:.:.':.:_:.' : .. :.:.'.::_-.:=.'.: -.::.=.=.:_.:_=_11:_' :.':.:.' : .. :_':.-=.:1:.:.'.: .. ::.-.=:_--.. : '.: '-::-:.':--.:: . ' = .. ::.' =-'_: '.: '_::_ =.:.=:.:_-=.=.:. :.': __ =.=.:=_=. =_'24i64;~.07~' --=~6g5:.' go7 -~~. ~ -i~' ~ -............. ; ....... !-.-.. -+ ...... . ~_' :2' 207 ~. 2
3
-.' .~-~.~.( --~.- .'1' ~_ ~. :.,~.~. ~.~_ : ~.:., ~_~. ~.~_:.,~. ~_~. ~_~. :., ~_II ~.~.~.~. -.= :.-~. :~.~. ~. ~_ :.:~.~. ~_ :::::-: ::::::: ::.::::: ::::-::: ::::'::1:::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::: =~~: ~ =friJ 


























10 1 104 5 
3(i 31 42 
88 12 If> 
112 R3 if} 
Of) 61 3b 
43 31 27 I 
33 12 10 \ .• _ ..... 
353 3{0 369 
216 302 30S 
215 247 21 
260 240 J96 
121 137 74 
74 59 11 
41 10 19 
3N.0 403 426 
265. 0 356 304 
240.0 314 258 
271. 0 255 200 











7'.1 _ ...... _ .... __ . 62.0 






















Run No. 137. Time: 0.38 second 
- r,5 1 - 3 75 31 631' _ -- 2 42 21 1_ .. _. __ \. __ .... __ : .... 1_ .... .. ....... 1 
~g . __ .:2_ ~~ g~ 70 ~~ -2~ =~ =~~ ._:-:::. :~:::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: 1 
:!fi 15 il 74 11 .. .. -43 -65 -44 -28 _. __ .. _ . __ ._ .. __ ............ _ ... . 
1~ •• __ ~_ •• _.:~::.I .. --. ~~. ::.:.~~:::::=:::' .. ~~!-I-.~~~- -.~~~. :::~::,::::::f=:::: ::=:::l:::::,:::::J 
Run No. 137. 'rime: 0.75 second 
250 ~ 241 I 224 128 195 
160 146 
~~~ 239 1M r-···~8-I 7 • __ •• _._ 51 -18 
65 0 tOl 58 ._._._. -36 
34 115 
·····42-4 75 
57 23 ._ . .. _. -22 













9~ ~:::::t:::J:::::::::::::: ::::::: I 
·------1----- --.---.-----.-- -- ------
-20 . _____ . __ . _. __ . __ .. _._ ...•. _ ... _. 
-6 ..... __ .. _. __ ._ .. _ .. _. __ .. _ .. _ .... _ 
13 
.. _-------------
"" "" Boo :,' ,,:~'~:,:~~~::-- m, -,~ '--I ~'I 1 --, - -1-] 
265.0 1"5:0 213 252 220 9. -'a8~ ii' 3".4 36. 0 I~ ._.:::: .... ::: ... ::.:':::::::1::::':: I 
J7.0 148 J86 _._ ._., 69 -lI . ·1 -2S.1 -17.0,_ . . _.; ..... . _._1_._ .. _ .. _ .... _1 •.. __ ._1 .. -.. -. I 
~ 1 :g 1~:5 __ .. _:~. Igt _._ .. :4.:: :: =i~:g =~~:g =-31.:i -..:~ :::::::c::::: ::::::: :::::::1::::::_ 
~~: ~ I .. _.~~. ::::::::':::::::r: :.:-: :: .. : ~~~ o. :-:16.~. :-: I I ~~+ .. : :.: :::::::i::::::: ::::: ::1:: :::::!:::::::: 
RUIl No. 137. Time: 1 second 

















































PRES UUE DISTRIBUTION OF A PW-I) PURSUIT AIRPLANE IN FLIGHT 93 
TABLE lH.-RECORDED PRESSURES-Continued 
Run No. 137. Time: 1.25 seconds 
Upper wing Lower wing Stabilizer and elevator Vertical tail SUrf,ICCS 
A B c D E G H K M N o p Q R s T u 
210 211 100 250 








234 142 208 239 I _ _ 130 143 113 82 __________________________________ _ 
1 7 106 171 20.5 --- i68- 76 27 IS 32 -2 , ___________________________________ _ 
lSI 143 91 101 109 67 116 161 ________ 5-l -7 -25 -20 ________________________ ___ _______________ _ 
J61 117 66 1i2 71 60. 1 ________ 1 ______ _ 




56 681 6 65 _______ -25 -49 -42 -21 _________________ __ __ , ______________ _ 
~ ----~~- :::::::: :::::~~: ::::::::::::::: --~~-~--~!~-~-~!~-~:::~~r:::::;::::::: ::::::=1==::::: :::::::~ 
-36.4 _______ -104.0 
-39.0. _______ -42.6 
43.7 10.4 12.0 
26.0 40..6 
70..2 34.8 2·1 . 4 
32. 3 21. 8 13. 5 







Run No. 222. Right barrel roll at 167 m. p . h. 'rime: -0.25 second 
_______ -137.8 
-52.0. -31.2 
8. 3 lOA 
22. 9 22.4 
8.8 5.0. 
18.7 
4. 0. 6.S 
-39.0. -93. fi -101. 4 - 94.6 -5.2 -57 
-10.4 -42.6 -41.6 -24.0 1 . 2 -11 
27.0. 18.7 ________ 23.4 -3 
0.4 30.5 23.4 _____________ _ 
17.2 ________ ________ 10..4 _______ -2 




















___ 1-101. 0. -111.3 
-12.6 -49.1 .• -. --I 
______ - 13S. 0. 
-52.0 -31. 2 
-39.0. -94.0 -101. 4 
-10.4 -39.0 -41.6 
-57 -2J 
- II -42 
-39 ______ _ 
-181 0. 
-94.5 -5.2 





12.0. 31;' 4 .3 10..4 30.2 1.7 23.4 -3 -I -9 _ _ 






















































2371 _____ I :laQ 1 115 __ _ __ _ 
1:\0 213 216 
117 171 :::~~:I 1~ I:::::~:I : 
li.2 ___________ _ 10..0 -11 -3 
0. -2 
-- --- 1------




















- 29 ~~ 
1 
3221 ___ _ 





_ _ _ 13 







Run Ko . 222. '("illl(': 0.25 srcond 
HUll "O.222. Till1 o: 0..50 secoud 
91 31 73 32 52 
43 34 63 70 47 75 99 ________ 32 
69 36 ______ _ 
55 ________ ________ 14 ______ _ 
34 __________ . ___________________ _ 
0.
0 
1--~-)9-- 16 I _ 21 
-3 -8 38 
-15· -27 -22 ____ ._ 48 
-21 -30 -3D -5 ___ _ 
-49
1
_______ -I 31 
~~~- --~~~ -- ~~~- ::::::f:::-:_ 
--~----~--~----~--~----~-
Run TO . 222. 'rime: 0.75 second 






371 104 236 2241 133 
244 III 171 198 79 12 12 
156 121 1Hi _ 50 -7 -13 
75 ___ _ 67 ___ _ _ 51 ____ . -27 
:~ ::~~;: ::::::_: _:_:::-:I::_::~O: -:-::-: . _ ~~A ___ ~7 










-3 _____ _ 
nn -3 
30 0 22 
-10 .15 
-32 -14 30 
-19 -3 __ 
-(; ---- - .- -- I 
_._---'----- -
----T-----C------ ~ I 
13 12 4 ______ _ 
I 9 I _______ _ 






14 12 5 ____ _ 
2 10 I _____ _ 


















IS 10 --- ___ I 
-- --- -------1-- --o 20. ___ _ 
~; ~~ 1---- 39-29 35 33 









______ 1 32 
20 _. _ :H 
3 1 _. 10. 






- ---~- -~--~-~---.----~------~ 
94 REPORT NATIO AL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
TABLE IlL-RECORDED PRESSURES-Continued 
Run No. 222. Time: 1.50 seconds 
u'pper wing Lower wing Stabilizer and elevaior Veriical tail surfaces 
Rib 
A Q B 1 c I DE F I G H J \ ' K \ 










































































J89'~ - --- ---' 73 81 65~ 42 55 156 156 H1 99 ,_ .. ____ 66 _______ -9 ___________________ -. 17 
11~~4 ----g-l--1 771 91 6.<1 6g 43 117 141 124 5~ 17 36 42 20 a -21 17\_______ 19 7 ~8 69 65 99 38 0 4 _______ -.____ 13 5 17 _______ 7 
75 t ________ 54 54 _______ 50 ________ 35 1------- _______ -to 0 ______ _______ 10 _______ 16 ______ _ 
70 52 42 ________ 31 43 55 _______ ________ If, __ " ___ 0 -3 3 7 ------- 8 11 13
1 
_______ _ 
N::::::::I ____ ~~_ ~~ 29 ----~~- :::::::: :::::::r::::-r:::::I-----~-I-----~-I-----~- ::::::: :::::::I-----\----\-----~- :::::::: 
165 _______ 52 39 
82 _ _____ 52 52 
114 56 70 39 
50 52 31 45 39 28 ______ __ 
ig I _____ ~~ _ -----~~-
147 ----~-- 36 26
1 82 39 42 
94 41 57 34 
43 43 20 
45 20 20 





104 1 -104 
-30 ----~r - 36 -44 44 0 39 
----02- 39 26 36 24 9 





-20 -36 0 
44 18 10 46 
I::: :;~: 26 39 29 39 26 12 26 15 17 12 8 
110 41 I 81 
48 114 
88 1 64 73 99 





---232- ----234- 289 220 176 
---i3S- 93 182 66 121 66 23 




3 1 351 
191 
---273- ----252- 320 240 187 
105 193 74 
138 















Run ;';0. 222. 'rime: 2 sccolllls 
l~g 1~? ~~ ~6 ----22- ----40-1 ~§ 1-- -33-- -..:g --:":2i-:-- i3- ------- i~ 
55 72 ____ _ _ 22 5 9 ,_______ __ ____ 8 0 10 _______ 7 
37 19 _______ _______ 8 10 _______ ___ __ 7 12 10 ______ __ 
42 ________ ________ 11 _______ 5 It 9 __ ____ 5 6 10 ______ _ 
23 ________ ________ ________ ______ 5 4 5 _______ _______ 4 4 3 ______ __ 
21 -------.-------- -------- ----- --- ------- ------- ---- --1-------,------- ------- ------ .j------- ------ --.-----
Run 1 O. 222. Time: 2.50 seconds 
21 1 12 31 I 99 88 80 ~~ 1----23-1----51- -55 ------- -10 ------- ------- ------- 7 ~g ~~ ____ ~_ ~~ ~ 62 21 12 24 ____ ~~ _____ ~~_ =~ -15 ~ _______ ~ 
~~ ~ ----43- _____ ~:_ ________ 1~ :::::::I----i6- n ~5 lh _____ ~_ J g ~ :::::::: 
~ 1-----24- ----=~- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::,-----~-----~~- ----~=- ::::::: ::::::: -----=- -----=- -----~- :::::::: 






-~g =~g =~g ___ ~~~_ ~~ :::::6: --:":4r --~~~J::::~: ----T ---:..:r =~ _____ ~_I : 
----iil-I 40 1________ 26 _______ _______ 13 11 3 _______ 13 8 3 _______ _ 
14 ________ ________ 9 _______ 2 4 7 0 _______ 2 9 4 ______ __ 
21 9 ________ ________ ________ _______ 0 -1 -2 _____ __ _______ 3 2 3 ______ __ 
7 5 
-------1--------'-------- -------- ------- ------- ------- -------------- -------/------- ------- -------.--------








- 35 -81 -67\ -71 81 _______ ------- 11 ------_ ------- ------- -7 
-8 -13 -23 0 24 _______ -40 - 24 -14 -9 -8 -7 
44 30 30 22 -9 -26 -26 _______ -17 -12 -I 
12 48 ________ 11 _______ _______ -14 _______ -19 _______ -18 -17 
14 _______________ -1- ______________ 1 -24 -37 -34 -10 _______ -14 -12 






-5 ______ __ 
-10 ______ __ 
-7 ______ __ 
------- -------- --------1-------- ------- ------- ------- ----.-- ------- ------- ------- -------.------- --------
Run No. 225. Time: 0.50 second 
69 63 
78 57 ~~ ~i ~5 128 I~ :~:::~: --:":ii- ~~ I---:..: --I--:": is- --:":15- ---:":6- =g I =ig 





------- 74 -------- 3 ------- ------- -49 1_______ -1 ------- -30 -30 -30 1 _______ _ 
52 -------- -------- 14 ------- -22 -36 -33 -3 ---.--- -1 I -20 -28 ------------~\::::::: :::::::: ::::~::: ::::::: ---=~-I--=~~- --=~~- :::::~: ::::::: ---=~- ---=~-,--=:~- :::::::: 








~i~ ~~~ i~~ i~g ?~~ 1~? ::::~:: -----ii- ~~ -----:5- --:":18-1---:":5- -----/--:..:9- =i~ 
144 _______ 12, 146 ________ 43 -6 -21 -19 ----,i;- - 33 - 28 -39 _______ -
~~ 1---i3S- -----~- :::::::: i~ :::::::1--:":19- =~~ --:":32- -.!a :::::::1 =~ =~~ =~g :::::::: 
-----25- ____ ~~_I:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::: ---=~- --=~~- --=~~- :::::~: ::::::: ---=~- ---=~- --=~~- :::~:::: 






















PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF A PW-9 PURSUIT AIRPLANE IN FLIGHT 95 
TABLE HI.-RECORDED PRESSURES-Continued 
---' 
Run No. 225. Time: 1 second 










B c D 
356 338 
------- -._--._- 312 
270 242 1 2 
99 182 
81 I 121 --~~-41 37 19 19 
179 I 165 
______ ___ ____ 148 
]53 124 90 








70 66 45 15 






































113 9! , 
85 95 
R2 fi9 




05 25 i! I _____ ~~_ 



























l M I N 
m I ~b3 ~~~ i~~ 1~~ 47 - 36 
K 
125 166 ___ ___ 54 -13 
______ 74 __ ____ 55 _____ -16 -49 
ISO ,------- - -------- 20 1_______ -2 -29 
----~~-I:::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::: ::::::: --~~~-










-15 ___ _ 

















-28 _ _ _ 
-24 ____ _ 
-12 ______ _ 
------,---- -- --.---- -.- .• -. -------1------- ,-------
57 
43 m Ig~ I~~ l~g ____ ~~_ ----29-1----30- -----5- --:::ii- -----2- -----il- --:::7- =~~ 
101 58 47 2 -10 -9 _______ -23 -17 I -21 _______ -12 
18 52 57 _______ _______ -30 -28 -9 _______ -24 -20 -20 _______ _ 
75 ________ ________ ________ _______ -l! -19 -15 -2 -12 -15 -19 

















Run No. 226. 'rime: 2 ~eronds 
1~ m :3~ 1~~ ~6 25 ---2S- --~-~-~---::9- -- --6- --- 6- ---:::5f =g 
8\ 68 41 2 -8 -9 _______ -21 -14 -18 _______ -11 
J4 41. ______ 1 H ___ -25 -24 -9 _______ -22 -17 -18 ,--- ____ _ 
i~ :::::::: ::::::::1:::::::: ::::::: -I~ -!~ -!~ ___ ~~ __ ::_::: =g -!~ -!~ ::::::::: 
-------,----------------!-------------.-------- ------ --1-----_---
__ -_-= ------- ---.--- -------i---~--l _-
Run No. 225. 'l'ime: 3 seconds 
-~~ : ~ - ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ gg ~i ----2i- ~~ ---;:0- --:::9- --:':12- ----)-- -s-I =g 
55 43 51 58 25 4 0 -2 -17 -14 -15 ,_______ -9 
26 2f> 14 28 21 _______ _______ -10 -12 -4.0 -18 -12 -12 --- ____ _ j I _____ ~:- ____ !~_ :::::::: ::::::::': : ::::~: ::::::: __ =~! ____ ~~ ____ ~;_ ::~:;: ::::::: __ ~~~ ___ ~~~_ I __ =~~_:::::::: 
Ruo No. 227. Left spin. T,me: 0 second 
n ~8 - ~51 1~ Ig 1~ 1~ l~ ~ ~ -----:d -J =~ =~ 




_~t ::::J ~~~~~~+::::~~r~~~~~ ---~~- ___ ~t ___ ~t :::~~:l:::~~: ___ ~~_I---~t ___ ~L~~~~~~~ 8 8 3 5 il 5 3 















39 36 30 21 9 13 25 26 15 26 22 20.0 18 15.0 I 4 _______ 4 -3 -3 
42 30 26 15 16 8 2121 1 27 9 S 6 5.0 4 3.0 -1 4 2 -2 -5 
31 26 18 19 13 7 10 1__ _____ 0 -.5 -1 -5 -3 -3 -2 
8 ~~ I 19 ~ 51 1~ ______ ~_ I::::::::I 1~ :::::::, =~ =~:g =~ =2:~ -5 =~ =~ =~ :::::::: -I-~-'I'----g-'-----------~-'-I--~--'----~--'----------~--HL--~--~-:-T~~-.L~-:~-:-::-~-':i'-~-~,: :'~ ~~~~ '--~"I'~ ':' .... ~'. :: ::::F: :::: .... ' ' .... ~' .. '. ~'. :: ::::::1 
1 52.062. 4 
2 39.0 57.0 
3 41.6 15.8 
4 36.4 15.6 
5 LI5.6 IS. 7 6 12.5 8.8 
7 5.7 3_ 1 
1 62.4 79.0 
2 47.9 70.2 
3 52.0 56.2 
<\ 41. 6 18_ 2 
5 17.2 20.8 
6 14.0 10.4 
7 6.8 4.2 
54.6 4S. 9 
H. 2 39. 0 
39.0 27. 6 
2~. 5 13.5 
16.1 3.6 




17. S 32.2 
33. 8 14.6 















2l. 91 20 40 36 18 31 27 27. 0 2S 20.0 4. 
20.S 14 31 32 14 15 10 9.0 8 6.0 0 0 
lS.2 12 19 16 9 1 0 0 -5-1 












-4 _______ _ 
-3 _______ _ 
-2 ______ _ H_I----~~- ::::::~: :::::::: _:::::~:I:::::::I _ ~l_I_~~:g_I __ ~~- :::~:~: :::::~: ---~~ ---------------T--~---~ 
11 uo No. 227. 'l'ime: 1. 75 seconds 
32. 23.9 49 16 18 16 31 35 36 21 5 -6~0 - 4 -6 -4 30. 2 16.6 33 30 14 1I L3 12 14 9 0 1 -3 -a 
22.9 15.6 21 19 13 3 2 2 -3 -.5 -4 -4 
14.0 9. 9 16 16 --_ .. _- -I -3 -3 2 -\ -4.0 -3 -4 -----_ .. 
6. 8 19.8 - - - - - - --I ~- -_. ___ 9 
-------
0 -2 -2 6 0 -2.0 -3 -3 --------
S.8 15.1 52 
--------
-.-._--- -- - ---. 
2 0 -2 ---_._-. 
------ -
G.O -2 -2 
--------
4. 2 
















REPORT NA'l'IONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO AUTICS 
TABLE IlL-RECORDED PRESSURES-Continued 
Run No. 227. Time: 2 seconds 
I 
Upper wing Lower wing Stabilizer and elevator Vertical tai l surfaces 
._C __ D_I A B 
1 62 87 
75 1 
68 57 
2 48 75 66 67 42 
3 44 58 51 35 34 
4 40 18 33 16 14 
5 17 23 19 5 6 
o I P Q R 
--i--
T u s G H K M N 
--35-1--; -; --13- 18 16 30 39. 0 
32 18 29 27 16 15 15 15.0 
24 16 21 16 15 4 2.0 
15 10 16 18 _______ 0 -3.0 
7 20
1
____ ___ ________ 9 ___ ___ 1 -.5 
4 -6 -4 
I -3 -7 
-4 ______ _ 1 -4 
=~ =: ::::::::1 
G 18 11 8 7 6 7 16 6 __________ .____ _____ _ 3 0 -3 -2 _ 
7 8 5 5 4 3 1 _______ -------- -------- -------- ----- - -- ---- - - ----- -2 
Run 0.227. Time: 2.25 seconds 













-8 I 3 38 56 61 35 36 24 15 19 16 _______ Ii 4 4 3. 0 
-4 
5 19 n 19 5 5 7 22 ________ II _______ 2 2 -.5 3 7 
-1 
2 6 20 12 9 7 G 7 14 7 ________ ________ _______ 3 1 -1.0 _____________ _ 
-3 -4 _______ . 
-2 - 3 -4 ___ . ___ . 
-2 
4 36 18 34
1 
17 15 15 9 16 21 _______ 2 -1 -2.0 





























































































































































































































Run No. 227. Time: 2.50 seconds 
ig ~~ ~~ ~61 ~ 9 19 16 ________ 17 
5 15 21 _. ____ _ 
16 _______ • ________ 12 ______ _ 











































-4 ___ . ___ . 
- 5 ___ ___ _ . 
-2 _______ _ 
2 __ __ ______ • ___ ______ __ _________ 1 ________ • ___ • _ _ ___ _ • _____________ • ______________ ., ________ ______ _______ _ 
---~-~--'-----~ __ ~_~---' 
Run No. 227. Time: 2.75 seconds 
Run No. 227. Time: 3 seconds 
~~ ~ I ~ ~~ _____ ~~_I ____ ~_ ~H ~~ _. __ !~_ :::: :~: =~ L--=r J g -7 -8 
-4 11 4 11 ___ • __ ._ 20 ___ ____ .5 -I 3 2 -4 -9 -8 -6 
! ____ ~~_ I ::::::~: ::::::~: I= =====: 3: g ~ _. ___ ~_ :::::~: 2 19 __ .~~ ____ ~~. :::::::: 
Run No. 227. Time: 3.50 seconds 
31 21 52 21 30 I 36 27 32 34 _. ___ ._-1 3 0 -I 6 0 -9 
~~ }~ ~~ i~ _____ ~~ _____ ~~_ 2k 2~ ____ ~~ _____ ~~_ =~ =~ J 2 -~~ 
16 _~ 15 --- - ---- 22 ------- 3 2 6 2 -4 -5 1 - -7 --------
Ig ____ ~~. ::::::~: :=:::~=: ::::: ~~:{:::: : _____ ~_ I -----~-_-.- --~- :::::~f:::~: :::: ~~: --- ~~-!--.~~- :::::::: 
Run No. 227. 'l.'ime: 3.75 seconds 
~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~g ~~ ~~ g~ ~~ II -~ -----0·1 1~ -~ -18 28 15 26 19 _.__ ____ 26 8 10 _____________ • -8 -7 -7 _______ -4 
17 9 18 _____ ___ 24 _______ 6 3 7 7 -6 -9 -6 -7 _______ _ 
9 23 ______ . _ ____ ____ 14 ____ .__ 2 5 7 9 4 -6
1 
-4 -8 __ • ____ _ 










RUD No. 227. Time: 4 seconds 
19 21 14 31 
39 27 26 26 
21 19 23 16 24 ______ _ 
22 ________ _____ ___ 16 ______ _ 








30 25 ·1 _____ ._ 
2-1 18 il -6 0 9 ______ _ _______ -8 -7 
3 6 ___ ____ -6 -7 










=~ -- .. ----

























































































































































































































































































































Run No. 227. Time: 4.50 seconds 
Lower wiog tabilizer and elevator Verlical tail surfaces 
:!~.o -;, °28 P Q 4 
17.0 2" 20 -7 
'1.0 ~ _...... ••••.•• -11 
2.0 3 5 , ••....• 1 -
.;"j ,) G 5 4 
4.0 4 3 ..•...••.....• 
........... / ...... / ....... : . ==> 
G K H 
19 17 4 i 22 33 ;j I I 
21 10 3(; 27 2(; 28 
2:\ » 23 19 30 
14 S 13 22 
7 16 ....... " 15. ._., 
10 I 7 :l I·· .•.•••••..• , .•... 
;J •••••• 1 ....... / ... :..:.:. .............. . 
Run No. 227. Time: 4.70 seconds 
i~ ~g ~~ ~ ~~ ~g ~1: g I ~2 ~5 10 -i 
23 9 23 19 22 3.0 7 •• _.... ••••••• -14 
Ii 1~ ..... ~~. :::::::: i~ I::::::: : ~ ~ ~ ·····s· -~ 
1~ ..••• : ••...•••. :::::::: :::::::l::::: ... ~.~ ...... ~ ...... :. ::::::: ::: ... . 





























6 0 -9 
2 2 -10 
-6 ....... , -I 
-7 -6 .. _ .... . 
-5 -8 ....... . 
-5 -5 ...... . 
22 19 56 52 ' 35 41 37 32.0 54 .••..•• 4.. -031 -9 
27 13 4:j 44 29 35 17 23.0 23 13 -5 2 -10 
24 I I 29 25 .... _ .. 1 I 4 30 ...••. .•.••• -9 -6 -8 -5 
I~ 71 lu I"" ... 2, ....... 2 5 0 5 -4 -10 -9 -8 ....• 
Ig .... ~~ . ::.:::7:1::::::::1::'::~~: :::::::I ... J .. '~"~' I"' ~~' :~::~: ~:::~: ••• }~ •••• ~~ •••• =F, I.:'::: 
Run No. 230. Right spin. Time: 0 seconds. 
19 1-3-,--16 22 26 10 j 3 9 13 I 6. 0 2 1 1 0 j 3 
20 15 21 20 6 0 I 2 -.5 2 -6 I 2 3 
'I.LJ';; ~~':,j jt~! ;=!,{I .•• ~:.JjfJ ' 
Run No. 2JO. Tim: 1 second. 
--
1 
-:1/ ~I I .=~~.1 31 I HI 20 26 ao I:j 3 2.0 9 2 :l :!O 1:\ II; 23 ?2 0 -.5 3 I -I; 3 17 10 Iii 10 . . 5 -3 -2.0 -2 6 ~ r. 0 12 6 7 II -.----. -I -5.0 -5 
-.::g I -2 (; r. ------;, 5 10 ----- 2 --- _.-. -2 -4.0 -3 5 \ I :I ----. 3 4 - 1 2 .• "'" .....• . -2 -2.0 -3 
::::::. '::::::1'''' 0 :I 0 ._----2 ------ -.-- .. ' ------ . ----- ..... :----- -- --.---- .--- --- --- -.- - ._j ... .... -----
; I 
Run No. 230. Time: 1.75 seconds. 
40 29 - 29\ 36 37 -,-1-0 3 2 129.0 1 4 -3 
43 20 21 32 29 Jl 0 1 3 .5 4 - -; 0 
3 3 
2 3 
23 16 19 19 7 -3 -2 -2 6 4 6 3 0 










































11 •• ' " ., 


















































... ~ I : :.: 
o 3 
o 3 































A B C 
---
I 20 i3 \ 2 26 57 
3 25 43 
4 16 
:6 1 5 16 6 10 12 
7 9 6 
1 27 55 
2 26 42 
3 25 26 
4 26 16 
5 16 :~ 6 II 
7 10 6 
1 27 52 
2 39 38 
3 35 26 
4 26 II 
5 13 14 
6 II 9 
7 5 
'-













































H I_J __ K_ 
35 45 44 19 
26 3.'\ 35 13 
21 21 • 9 
10 16 II . . . . . 
~i ,······5·' .... 4 • •• • •• 
2 •• •• • • • ••.•••••.•• ••.••• • • • ••••••••• 
Run No. 230 .• Time: 3 seconds. 
16 13 36 4 47 19 




----- ii· 7 13 18 
11 8 16 4 
----.--
12 7 2 5 - - ----. -----.--
Continued 
Stabilizer and elevator 
M N 0 I p Q 
- -
--1--
3 6 16 9 
I :3 4 3 2 
-3 -2 -I . . r, 
-I 9 
-5 1 -2 -1 -2 -4 3 -1 4 
-2 -2 -3 . 
····· · ·1·· · ····1 . ----- -.- - ---
5 13 2i I 13.0 4 2 4 4.0 1 




-2 -4 -4 -.5 4 
-2 -2 -3 
Vertical tail surfaces 
R S T 
----
5 3 
-5 I :1 
4 6 3 
6 8 .5 
4 4 4 
0 2 1 
--- -- .-- --
., 4 
-6 ' I 3 
4 6 3 











7 ... . .... 1~ 3 .. ----- - _. --- . -- . ------ - --·1----
.\ --. --. -- - ------- --.- -- ------ · 1·--·--1 
Rnn No. 230. ' rime: 3.75 seconds 
36 17 17 16 13 36 i~ L __ .~~. 19 7 16 25 16.0 2 5 2 4 27 1 17 ~O 13 30 13 3 7 9 7.0 I -6 2 3 7 ~4 15 19 17 14 21 5 -3 -1 -2 6 4 6 3 -I 
11 II 15 I 11 15 1 9 --- ---- -3 -9 -2.0 0 6 6 
12 5 11 II 9 
------. ------:i. 4 ----._ - -3 -6 -5 -.5 4 4 
.5 10 10 
------- - - - -- . - -
-2 -1 -3 -._-
- -- --- -- 0 2 1 
5 6 4 .----- - ---------------- - - ----- ----.-- ------- ----. . ------ ---- - -- --------.-- - -- --- --- - .-- - -. 
Hun No. 230. Time: 4 seconds 
I 42 55 4.2 39 21 I 16 13 25 34 30 I 12 26 2~ 19.0 --' ~il -3 ~ I J I 2 33 48 42 29 14 17 Il 19 27 22 9 3 4 7 -.5 4 0 3 31 34 31 15 11 10 I~ 21 ~~ 4 -3 -4 -4 ~ ~ ' ~4:ii ' 4 29 11 16 12 10 
I 
12 10 9 -- - ~--- -4 -10 -10 7 __ --. 
5 13 14 14 7 ~ - -- ---- ----. '3' 2 --- - -- - -4 -7 -7 -1.0 4 4 4 --6 10 7 12 7 0 - - - - -------+--- -2 -4 -5 ---- --- -- ---- - 0 3 1 
7 7 4 4 4 3 . ------ - . - . - -- - - ---- --- - -- ---- ----- . ·_ ·----1 ----- - -- - - - -- - ._ - - -- - -- - - ------ - - - - -- - - -- - -
Run No . 230. Time: 4.5 seconds 
~ I ~ I 1 6 1 ______ . I 39 2 68 33 22 35 36 1 52 ' 21 I 29 39 19 -3 7 7 2 39 73 66 ~3 21 36 30 42 15 10 2 4 -7 0 4 7 3 42 53 52 ~5 :0 1.5 15 26 29 
""I 
- 2 -2 -2 9 5 8 3 -I 
4 42 ~~ I 27 ~O 15 19 14 15 I - 4 - H - I--C' , ' .o_ 5 23 19 ------~·I 13 II 9 5 __ .• -3 -5 -5 -1 4 .. 4 !j . . • . 6 12 10 19 10 12 9 :·:--~l--:·:~ · -4 -- ~: . --.~~ . ·:--=:r·:::: -- --.~ . --- --~ . ----· : ·I ·: :::~ '.1 7 10 4 7 3 1 ----. '1'-- --. . 
Run No. 230. Time: 4.9 seconds 
1 25 I 4 1 1 16
1 
100 79 61 33 25 23 50 
61 1 
62 26.0 40 19 6 ----._- 9 
2 26 7 74 52 23 i~ 24 39 55 43 17 4 10.0 J4 7 I -6 I 5 3 31 59 55 29 21 : ~ 29 ----. ~~. 10 -2 -.5 0 6 5 6 3 --. --.----4 I 29 ~O 19 !~ 16 - 15.0 -7 -3 -I 4 8 7 5 23 23 25 5 21 13 (j __ -2 -5.0 -4 -1 4 --. 4 5 6 17 I .; 18 17 13 19 11 5 5 . ______ -2 -2.0 -3 ------- - - ----. 0 2 2 
7 
42 1 
16 9 7 
--- . ----
10 3 ---- - - - - _.-+--
------·f·· 
15 ,. ., -3 
- - ---- - -- ------ ------ .----- ------- .--- - - . ------- - - -----.-- - --
Run Xo. 230. Time: 5 seconds 
1 52 2 6 
2 33 67 74 
3 38 , 4 43 
4 42 I 24 
55 26 30 17 52 69 65 29 \ 42 23 27 18 41 57 47 19 
25 24 21 19 29 37 --. --. 10 
19 21 27 17 18 22 15 .--._--
5 27 23 24 6 22 13 - --- ------ - ---- 6 ---.---
8 26 45 16.0 
5 11 15 10.0 
- I I 1 0 
-3 -15 
-6 -.5 



















6 18 17 16 
7 1 10 6 
-2 -2 -3 
-- - -- -- _. -- - -- . ~ . -- --. 1 I i~ 12 15 12 5 5 - ---._- ::=.:':/--
--' 
10 4 
. - - -- - - - --- - --- -
- ___ 1-
---
Run No. 230. Time: 5.25 secoDd ~ 
~ ~2 1 ~ .---~3-;-1---~-~-;---~~-;---~~-;---~5--,-/--~-,-1 --:-5~-,---~-i""'I,--~:-;---9 ' 14 --~~ :~ -~~/i' 4 
3 44 39 34 25 29 24 21 26 37 II 0 4 ;j 4 ·1 r. 
\1 
4 39 25 22 17 26 29 ' 1 22 15 -3 -II - .1 I -I 5 4 ~ ~b ~~ I ~g 18 i~ 20 ----i6· 61" -_.2 .. ... ~.1 ... __ = .. ~ . ____ .o:, ... : ::~.l·. I .:: -.··.~ :I .•. --~ I----J 














































































































- 36 - 52 
-42 - 36 
-16 - 29 
-35 - 6 
-7 -12 











177. 0 140.0 
104.0 
147.0 130.0 










PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF A PW-9 PURSUIT AIRPLANE IN FLIGHT 99 































































































- 21 -21 
-21 -25 
- 21 -14 
-5 - 6 











-32 - 41 -I~~ 52 
78 73 
20 20 
29 26 39 
16 1" __ ",, 18 
-1~ -198 -193 
-94 -93 -90 
-H ]0 -21 
14 15 11 
12 7 6 
9 13 11 
5 4 
Run TO. 230. Timo: 5.50 seconds 
Lower wing Stabilizer and elevator Vertical tail surfaces 
---,----;---.------,--·1----;-----.--.--- ---;---------;----1 








Run No. 230. Time: 6 seconds 
~~ I ~~ ~~ ~~ ~g I i~ ~b 14 ~~ 13 ; -10 II ~ 




241....... 21 24 13 ...... -3 1 2 6 1 3 6 ~ 6 
14 13 .......... '''''' 6 ..... .. -2 0 2 3 3 4 7 
I~ _ ... :~ ....... ~. _ .... _~_ ::: : ::::/::::::: .. _~:_ 2 ~2 ....... :::::: ..... ~ ...... ~ . _ .... : ......... 
Run No. 230. Time: 6.50 seconds 
~~ I ~g g1 ~fl g~ i~ ~~:8 32 ~~ J~ ~ -10 1~ ~ I~ 
23 23 38 44 9 5.0 8 9 11 6 9 3 -2 
25 ...... . 23 28 15 ....... - 3.0 -3 , 3 9 3 9 12 9 .. _ .... . 
16 13 ........ 6 .5 -3 6 4 3 . ...... 4 7 ..... _ .. 
15 11 3 6 ... _ .... _ ...... -2 0 -2 2 ... .. . _ ....... 2 4 2 ..... _ .. 
9 -- .. :.- ....... - ...... -I· ........ --.. -j ...... --..... "1" .............. -.. ---
Run No. 230. Time: 7 seconds 
22 20 74 1 84 77 31 15 31 13 2 22 I 3911 10 
30 26 56 70 56 20 23 29 30 11 12 -11 7 14 ~~ 28 35 51 ........ 10 12 12 9 11 7 11 3 -2 
32 .. _ .. __ 28 30 16 _ .. _ .. _ - 3 3 I 3 9 4 10 17 9 ........ 20 j~' ... ___ ___ .. ____ . 6 3 6 6 4 3 _______ 4 , _______ _ 
i6 15 __ . ___ ~. I ____ .:~_ 2 .---.~- .... -~- ::::::f::::: _ .. __ \ ___ .~_ . ____ ~_I:::::::: 
Run No. 211. I nverted fiight at 79 m. p. h · 
- 52 -17 -91 -68 - 68 -31 21 18 18 ___ . _____ . _____ ________ ._ ... ____ .. __ 
- 26 -12 -52 - 34 - 34 -13 -9 -13 -9 -5 __ ..... _ .... _ ... _ ...... _ .. __ .. __ .. .. 
- 13 -4 -21 -21 ........ -4 - 5 -6 -5 .. __ .............. __ ... _ .. __ ...... ___ .... .. 
-3 -1 -7 -3 .. _.... -7 -9 -8 -5 .... _ ........... _ ........ _____ .. __ .. 
3 7 1 _ .. . _.. -6 -6 - 5 -2 ............ __ .. __ ... _ ... _ .. _ ..... .. 





































-394 - 338 - 70 -133 
-207 -149 24 - 30 
- 31 ........ 46 - 8 
78 49 ......... _ ... _ 
19 .... _.. - 8 
23 ""_'" __ ..... -5 
Run No. 226. Pull out from dive 
-140 -176 -151 0 -70.0 
-42 -62 -13 ~~ -23.0 88 82 -6. 2 
110 124 75 .------
78 26 .------ -5.2 
-- .---- - -------- -------- .--- - --
0 
























-~~ I::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::::: 
-3 .... ______ .. _ ... _ .... _ .. ____ .. _ .. __ _ 
-1 ....... _ ........ _ .... _____ ........ _. 
-2.6 68 90 49 17 
4.2 30 40 41 31 17 
47 26 20 10 
0 43 50 47 21 
--------
- . 5 52 25 39 16 ---._-.-
----------_.-- 22 14 13 ----- ---
100 REPORT ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO AUTICS 
TABLE IV.-RECORDED PRESS RE IN SLIPSTREAM 
[Pounds per 'Quare fooL] 
Run No. 300. Level flight at 2.7 m. p. h. I 
1------,-----.---.----.----.---.-----;---;---,-



































































































































































































B' H H' v w x y 
~ it ~~ ~~ ~~ -~~ -H g ~ I 
~ I i! · lj:L:' I LJg I LI I 
Run No. 302. Level flight at 114.5 m . p. h. 
13 16 
16 16 



































































































RlIn No. 314. Power-D1l pull-tip nt 81.5 m. p. h. 
GO I 60 
61 
67 


























Run No. 315. Power-on pull-up at 114.5 m. p. h . 





















112 7 I 13 18 20 -2 
73 S5 -6 -11 -9 -22 
W • -14 -23 -23 -u 
36 48 I -15 -16 -16 -4 
22 22 -3 -8 -S 
------ ----,---------- ------- ---1----------
Run No. 31S. Power-on pull-up at 149.8 m. p. h. 



































































-41 -40 -17 
-26 -22 -5 
-10 -7 
Run No. 322. Pull-up at 75 m . p. h. Time: 0 second 













~6 18 I l~ ~ ~. 0 g g 
28 15 15 -3 0 2 2.0 
26 10 0 .5 3 0 
~~ _______ ~ __ I _______ ~_ _ 5 =!: g g .5 














75 50 I 55 20 30 2 
60 35 37 6 13 7 
55 28 3U -4 - I -5 
46 17 14 -5 -7 - 11 






PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF A PW-9 PURSUIT AIRPLANE I N FLIGHT 101 
TABLE rV.-RECORDE D PRE URE If LIP STREAM -Conti nued 
Run No. 323. Pull-up at 121.5 m. p. h . Time: 0 secolld 
I I_ A' I I ~I~ -1---' lUb A B A" A'" B' V W X Y -- '------1- ------
1 0 -10 -15 10 0 -IJ -28 -22 -21 -1 -13.0 -10.0 
'" 
2 3 9 3 1 20 12 -5 -12 -7 -15 -7.0 -3.0 
<..0 3 30 23 I 35 35 25 15 10 -6 0 2.0 4.0 
«= 4 ~R 29 39 47 40 39 17 18 1 4 5.0 3.0 ~ 5 35 17 24 2 26 26 17 15 5 2 3.0 .5 
6 17 9 18 23 17 15 4 4 2 -.5 
7 12 5 6 10 6 6 -~------ - - - -.- ----.- -.------ ---. -_.- ------ - --- - -.---.-. 
RUIl 0.323. Time: l~{, seconds 
I 122 161 183 82 155 I 5 102 103 
------ -- ---. 68 44 
2 77 120 158 91 127 150 75 1 13 17 19 -3 
8 3 92 5 120 6 9·1 130 58 .50 -7 - 6 -9 -22 
= 4 97 96 113 95 90 103 36 33 -11 - 21 -21 -13 (5 5 52 42 56 46 50 54 32 25 -11 - 15 -16 -2 
6 31 20 2 30 23 29 17 1 -3 -0 -6 
7 15 8 7 14 13 8 -.- --- - ---- -- ------- ---. -- -.-- ---- --.- -----_.--- ---- -- -. - -
RUll No. 324. Pull-up at 14 .5 m. p. h . Time: 0 se~ond 
1 0 -23 -31 -21 -25 -02 -60 -67 - 30 I -26 -17 2 3 0 - 3 0 5 -5 -25 -40 -7 - 26 -14 -5 ~ 3 43 31 22 35 35 40 22 ~ -7 -I -.5 2 
~ I 57 44 52 ,,0 50 46 2 I .5 2 4 2 (5 5 52 22 37 35 33 30 23 19 5 
- 1 I 2 0 6 31 13 26 29 20 I 7 7 3 
--- - :-:~ -- -.- :-:~---- :::::::::. 7 18 8 13 9 9 
Run No. 324. '1'i me: 1 second 
1 205 255 290 104 220 272 155 J50 ._ - -- --- --_.- .. ---. 93 fi7 
2 145 224 244 134 J95 220 J20 IJ2 H 22 26 -4 
~ 3 147 177 195 135 157 195 8 75 -12 -J~ -J6 -32 
'" 
4 160 148 162 145 127 160 55 RS -19 -32 -36 -19 5 5 71 55 90 62 6.> 79 46 50 -J5 -23 -23 -5 
r. M 32 38 44 37 37 28 26 -4 -9 -9 
7 31 16 13 24 24 I 11 -.- ----- -- -- - --- -- - -1- - - -- - - -- - 1-- - - - --- -- ---------'1'---- -----
RUIl No. 326. Dive at high speed 
1 -170 -245 -25 -130 -176 -304 I -345 -366 -147 -100 -149 -103 
2 -104 -130 -136 -60 -75 -120 -200 -255 -55 -55 -28 ., 




7 7 1 2 12 
-- --- - - - - - -- - --- ----



















TABLE V.- FABRIC PRE SURE 
4 
U 
[Pounds per sq uare foot) 





















10 __________ 0. 5 3 3 
--- _______________ . _________ . -______ . __ 1-.-------- 5 
10 -. -------. -. ------ -- ---------- - - -- -. ---- 10 8 ---. - . ----, -- -- ---- __ 1 ______ '---,' ---------
Run No. 30t. Level night at 91.7 ro. p. h . 
1 _____ --~- -I -· -. -- ~~--I------~--I- -----=~' -I------ ~ ~--· ~ I· --- -- -~-·,::::::::::I-----~~~--I---- ---~ ·-I-------~-- I ~ o 9 - ----- ---- ---------- ---------t--·--·--- 7 I 8 ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
RUIl No. 302. Le"e] flight at 114.5 m . p. h. 
~ I----~~~--I------ -~--/------~~--,--- ---=~-- I ------~~-I ~ I- -' ~~~--I:::::~:::: ------- ~-~I--- - ---~I------- ~ --I - ~ J . 6 _. _______ 0, __ • ______________ ._____ __ __ 3 0 ___ . ________________ __ . _______ . ______ _ 
, 
Hun -0.303. Level night at 134 ;no p. h . 
Hun No. 30·1. 1,e\'el flight at 149.4 m. p . h . 
~ 1---· ~--~~-'I" -- ~_-~ J----- :~--I------~~I---~-- :~ --I ~ I--- ;~~--I: :::~::::I-----=~--I------· ~--I-------~--I :~ J 31 2 __________ __________ ____ __ ____ __________ 29 15 ___________________ . , __________ • _______ _ 
. Itun 0.305. Leve] flight at 156.7 m. p. h. I 
I -- --=~: - --- =:~--I- -- - --:~J---- -~: -- ------ :~-- ~ --- -=~:--I::::: : ::::I----~~~--I----- - - ~ -- ----------1 g -38 -5 __________ ______ ___ __________ ______ ___ -34 -16 ._. ___ ______ ______________ ___ __ ______ . __ c I ~ 
Run No. 316. Pull-up, power·on, at 149.8 m. p. h. 
TI 2-14 \ 195 1 ___ 1:7 __ I-·-- - :~~J------~~--1 ~ I-----·~ : -- ::::::::::I-----·~~-- ------~~---I--- -- · :~ -·I ~ J ---- -jiiii-- ---- ioo-· ___ :::_: _____ . _____________________ .___ 42 ' 5 _____________ ________ ____ • ___ • ___ . ____ _ • 




Run No. 326. Dive at high speer] I 




ajr speed, rrjme 
miles per (secouds) 
hour 
130 Pullu!, ____________ ..1-1-16-,-
131 ____ do 126 
132 I: ::::::::: ] 137 149 133 
131 1 ____ do ------------ 1.54 
135 1----· dO --------- ----- 163 
136 , ___ .. dO ____ _______ _____ _ 172 











~::-~~-~~--~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ I--:~~~~~--
Right roIL______ __ ____ '167 
I LefL rol l.. ____ ________ _ 
I I 
Divo ________________ _ l260.0 
Pull-out from dive ___ _ l230.0 
'315 Pull up_______ ________ 114.5 
• 316 _____ do ______ __________ _ 149.8 
, 323 1---- -dO------------- ---- 121. 5 
, 326 \ 
_____ dO__ _____ ___ ______ 14. 5 
nigh-speed dh'o ______ -_ --- ----[ 
1324 

































Average moment Maximum 
load about pressure, 
N. F. binge pounds per 
















































































































































































moment Maximum Location 
about pressure, of max-
hinge pounds per lmum 
center square foot pressure 
line 
1-------- --
/------ ----- ----- ---- . ----- ----.------------ - -------
~:~~:~:::~: ::::::--:: -:::::::4::::::::::~ ::::::::: 
.------ -- --------- ------------_._--- -----.---
1-:----: -,1-
, Pressures recorded on left horizontal tail surfaces. 3 Appro,imste airspeed. 













Positive directions of axes and angles (forc es and moments) are shown by arrows 
I Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Fore 
(parallel Linear 
Sym- to axis) Designa- Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-Designation bol symbol tion bol direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Longitudinal ___ X X rolling ______ L Y--.Z rolL _____ <[> u p 
LateraL _______ Y Y pitching_- __ ltI Z--.X pitch _____ e 
" 
q 
NormaL ____ __ Z Z yawing _____ N X--.Y yaw _____ '¥ w r 
Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), o. (Indicate surface by proper 
sub cript.) 
L M OL=- OM=-qbS qcS 
D, Diameter. 
Pe, Effective pitch. 
Po, Mean geometric pitch. 
P., Standard pitch. 
Pv, Zero thrust. 
pa, Zero torque. 
pID, Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow velocity. 
V., Slip stream velocity. 
4. PROPELLER SY 1:BOLS 
T, Thrust . 
Q, Torque. 
P, Power. 
(If "coefficients" are introduced all 
units used must be consistent.) 
'1/, Efficiency = T VIP. 
n, Revolutions per sec., r. p. . 
N, Revolutions per minute, 1'. p. m. 
<1>, EiIective heli.\: angle = tan- l (2:n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 bp = 76.04 kg/m/s = 550 lb./ft'/sec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.01315 hp 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 mls 
1 mls = 2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 lb. = 0.4535924277 kg 
1 kg=2.204G224 lb. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m=5280 ft 
1 IQ. = 3.2808333 ft. 

